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Local Showers Tonight
or Sunday With
Thunderstorms
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A1IS

STRATTON
- Rock Island,

RATES

IS CONVICTED

GLASS

CURRENCY

June. 21. Clyde
wiio escaped
the
convict
Stratton,
from the federal penitentiary at Fort
Leavon worth by going through a sewer, was found guilty of the murder of
L. Crowder, a banker, of Silvia, 111.,
and punishment was fixed at 14 years
in Jqliet penitentiary, By a Jury in the
If
circuit court which reported this morning after being out 48 hours.
Stratton was one of the three rob- PRESIDENT SAYS HE WILL INSIST
ARRIVAL OF FEDERAL COMMAND
bers who attacked the banker last
UPON PASSAGE OF PROPOSER AT NUEVO LAREDO
from the effect of which InED MEASURE
AROUSES HOPE
juries the man died a month later
f'fratton was arrested at Streator, 111.,
WANTS
a
few days after getting away from HE
NO
CHANGES
RAILWAY
OPEN
TO
THE,
Fort Leavenworth, where he was serving five years for robbing the post- - SAYS HE HAS A RIGHT
TO RECOMTHE COMMANDER WILL TRY TO office at McCool, Ind.
MEND LEGISLATION
AND
RESTORE TRAFFIC ON THE

SUCCESS AT

111.,

BILL SUITS

HOPED EOS BY

WILSOA

EXlbO

i

NATIONAL

MAKES NOMINATIONS.
.June
z. President
Wilson today made the following

HE WILL

WILSON

LINES

DO SO

CITY EDtTIOM

ARE INVESTIGATED.

Washington, June 21. On its own
initiative the I interstate commerce
commission began today an inquiry
into the application of the 52 eastern
railroads for Increased freight rates.
The commission denied the application of the roads to reopen the old
"advance rate case" of two years
ago.
Hearings, for railroads and
shippers will "begin this fail.

UNDUE INFLUENCE
ON DEPARTMENT

Of JUSTICE
DISTRICT

ATTORNEY

McNAB OF

SUFFRAGETTE IS RELEASED
SAN FRANCISCO,
MAKES A
London, June 21. Ill health arising
STARTLING STATEMENT.
from a "hunger strike" resulted today
in the release of Miss Laura Gerald-inLennox, formerly editor of the RESIGNS
HIS
OFFICE
Suffragette, who was sentenced to six
months' imprisonment by the Central
OF ATTORNEY
criminal court on June 17, for con- SAYS ORDERS
GENERAL
ARE
CONTRARY
spiring to commit malicious damage
TO RIGHT PROCEDURE.
to property.
e

Washiu-icT- i,

FOE nominations:
Consul at Basel, Switzerland, Phil
Holland of Tennessee; ministers:
ip
UNITED STATES IS SAID TO BE
John D. O'Rear of Missouri to BolivPREPARING TO ACKNOWLEDGE
ia; Henry Van Dyke of New Jersey
HUERTA REGIME
to the Netherlands and Luxemburg;
register of land office at Glasgow,
Thomas R. Jones; receiver of
Mont.,
of
news
21.
The
Mexico City, June
moneys, same place, Edward
public
commander
federal
the
of
the arrival
C.
postmaster at Wichita,
Ilargadine;
"General Joaquin Tellez, at Nuevo Lar
H Shields; commissioner
John
Kas.,
edo has caused great satisfaction here.
of patents, Thomas Ewing, Jr., of
Government supporters profess to beNew York; first assistant commislieve that this means the early open- sioner of
patents,- - Robert T. Frazier
ing of the traffic on the National rail of Tennessee.
way. The report has been unofficially
circulated that the opening of the line
would mean recognition of the present KOBE PRfiOUC 8 ARE-PUMexican administration by the United
States.
ON FiiEE LIST
General Aurelio Blanquet, the minis
cabinet
the
has
ter of war,
promised
that he will have the railroad running SENATE
CONTINUES
CAUCUS
before the end of the month,
UNDOWN
CHOPPING
THE
'
To the north of Monterey the rail
DERWOOD SCHEDULES.
f
road is open to Gelondrinas, 90 miles
south of Nuevo Laredo. North of San
Washington, June 21 Senate dem
.
Luis Potosi it is open almost to Vene-gas- ocrats resumed consideration of the
Between there and Saltillo, in tariff bill in caucus today as revised
the state of Coahulia, however, many by the majority of the finance combridges have been cut.
mittee, further reducing duties and
General Gustavo Maes, with a col- enlarging the free list.
umn 'of federal troops recently sent
Discussion began on the chemical
from the capital, has reached Venegas schedule, where the Underwood rates
were reduced on certain dyes used
and is operating from there.
General Joaquin Tellez reported to- in the manufacture of cotton and
day that he has had seven fights with woolen goods, while other articles,
the rebels between Villa Lama.ln the such as creosote oil, alazarm and
state of Tamaulipas. The heaviest cyanide were transferred to the free
engagement occurred two days ago ist.
In the summary of the senate
when the federal troops succeeded In
announced yesterday an
recapturing the town of Lampazos in changes
of cedar and cabinet
boards
sawed
lossNuevo Leon, after inflicting great
woods appeared to have been transes on the rebels.
house free list to
Three boatloads of troops are ex- ferred from the
The reverse was
list.
dutiable
the
pected to leave Tampico and Vera
cent duty of the
10
the
the
per
case,
Cruz tomorrow for Bagdad, the river
bill having been stricken off
house
port on the Rio Grande, where they
the senate committee.
are to disembark and start a cam- entirely by
Simmons announced when
Chairman
paign against the town of Matamoras.
the caucus recessed at noon that th
chemical schedule had been partly
American Suspects Released.
'
considered and that nothing had hevn
Washington, June 21. Venustiano
changed. Later in the ray deliber
of
constitutionthe
Carranza, leader
was resumed.
ation
alist forces in Mexico, telegraphed
from California were re
Protests
C.
H.
his agents here today tnat
re
and Henry Crumpter, two ceived today against the proposed
of
tax
limitation
the
of
special
Americans under arrest in his camp, peal
1890 on brandies used lu tortitying
with
Hueita
spies,
charged
being
wines. California wine producers de- would be released at Eagle Pass
clared that to compel them to pay the
full internal revenue tax on brandies
m mVo t imnnpsihlf fnv them to
UNB11ED CURPSES
compete with foreign nations in manuwines.
laeturtng sweet
Changes by the senate finance com
LIE ABOUT SCUTAiil
mittee will not meet any serious ob
jection from the house leaders, Major
PARLIAMENT
ASKS ity Leader Underwood said today.
AUSTRIAN
"The bill as proposed to the demoTHAT THEY BE BURIED TO
cratic caucus of the senate." he said,
SAFEGUARD CITY.
"is satisfactory in a larsa measure.
Vienna, June 21 An interpellation Xone of the amendments is of a nawas introduced in parliament today, ture to cause a serious disagreement.
,
asking about health condit.pna iw-- The bill,. K passed by the senate without, further. material alteration., will.
Scutari.
.
I believe, tspeedily become a law."
The introducer said that
and
corpses
of Turkish soldiers
were still
BURGLAR GETS 10 YEAK3
in the vicinity of the fortress,
San Francisco. June 21- .- Owen D.
and asked the government to compel Conn, the "hundred thousand dollar
the negligent commander of Scutari burglar," was sentenced today to 10
"to fulfill the duties demanded by years in the penitentiary, this being
civilization and humanity." The at- his sixth and longest prison term in
tack was aimed at Vice Admiral Cecil a criminal career that reached from
Burney of the British navy, who as New York to the Pacific coast. He
senior officer of the international confessed the
burglary with which he
fleet which blockaded the Montene- was
charged.
grin coast during the Balkan war,
Conn's specialty was daylight burcommands the international force ocPosing as a wealthy man of
glary.
cupying Scutari.
leisure, he lived in fashionable hotels
and his operations on the coast are
SPAIN ACCEPTS PLAN
supposed to have netted him $100,000.
Washington, June 21. Spain has ac- He was shot in the leg and crippled for
cepted in principle Secretary Bryan's life when he was captured.
proposal for International
peace.
Conn's record includes, prison senEighteen nations now have accepted tences in Philadelphia, Cleveland,
Mr. Bryan's invitation to consider his New
York, Chicago and Milwaukee,
plan.
and several daring escapes.
RECOGNITION

Modesty Leadd
to False Ways of
Living
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BOND

CONSTITUTIONAL

RETIREMENT DISCUSSED
EXECUTIVE

TENTION

RE-

OF A PROVISION

REDEEMING

Washington,

FAVORS

BE-IN-

$700,000,000

June

21.

President

Wilson has taken a firm stand behind
the Glass currency bill, and has told
democratic members of the house

banking and currency committee that,
as under the constitution he has the
right to recommend special legislation
to congress, he feels justified in recommending the measure now before
them.
It was said at the White Touse to
day that he would not compromise on
the essential features of the measure.
prticularly those which concern con
centration of reserves in New York
City, and control of, the money market.
The fight over the retirement of
in two per cent bonds
$700,000,000
promises to be a spirited one. Several
democratic members of the house committee declare such a provision should
have "been retained in the bill; Mr.
Glass. would not say today whether he
would, insist ou putting it back in the
measure, but admitted it had been
withdrawn against his protest. It is
understood that the president leans
favorably to such a provision, but oth
er framers of the bill are reported to
have taken the position that a separate measure incorporating that feature can be introduced In December,
if desired.

BULfiARlANS TO FIGHT

b

I

'In bitter humiliation of spirit I
compelled to acknowledge what
; have
.heretofore 'Indignantly re
fused to believe, namely, that the department of justice is yielding to influence which will cripple and destroy the usefulness of this office.
I cannot consent to occupy this posias a mere automaton
tion,
and
have the guilt or innocence of rich
and powerful defendants who have
been indicted by unbiased grand
juries on overwhelming evidence determined in Washington on representations on behalf of the defendants without notice to me.
"I seem unable to convey to the
department the understanding of the
serious situation in which this action
will 'leave this office. If the department in the future has to review the
findings of grand juries and nullify
their indictments, then this office
might as well be abolished, for its
functions will have ceased to exist.
"Neither my sense of honor nor
i
permit me thus to
public duty
destroy the prestige of this office.
"With profound respect and regret
that such a step is necessary, I have
the honor, in view of my absolute
inability to agree with the department, to ask tbar l be by wire immediately relieved from djuty in
order that the department of justice
be permitted to carry out its policy
in these cases without further obstruction by me.
"JOHN L. McNAB."
(Signed)

VITIE

CORNELL
OF

FOUR-OA-

R

RACE
MAKES

FAST TIME ON POUGHKEEPSIE COURSE, COVERING
THE DISTANCE IN 10:47.

FENNSYLVALIA

IS

SECOND

BY CUTTING

IN AHEAD OF SYRACUSE, QUAKERS SUCCEED IN
GETTING NEAR FRONT.

PROHIBITION
BIG
CROWD
IS PRESENT
WHITE
SLAVERS
FAVORED
-A
June
constituWashington,
tional amendment, to prohibit the
OTHER
ROW"sale, manufacture and importation of HE DECLARES ALSO THAT WEST
ING
EVENTS
WILL
OCCUR
ERN FUEL CASES ARE
distilled liquor containing alcohol, exLATER IN THE DAY.
cept for mechanical, scientific and
RETARDED.
medicinal pmposes" was proposed today by Senator Works.
Regatta Course, Poughkeepsie, N.
San Francisco, June '21. United
The amendment would allow three
Y., June 21. Cornell won tha
d
States District Attorney John L.
years for adjustment of the liquor bus4
the
race,
varsity
event
opening
has resigned his office. The res
iness before it: became effective. Senof the
regatta. Tha
follows an exchange of teleignation
conwinner's time was 10 minutes 47
ator Works said he had become
with
grams
Washington regarding the
seconds.
vinced "That the only way to deal efcondition of the local federal proseThe six crews caught tha water at
fectually with the big traffic is to pro cutor's office.
4:06 p. m. The race opened with
hibit the manufacture or importation
McNab's
resignation, the acceptSyracuse leading. Cornell went into
o.' intoxicating liquors."
BALLOON LANDS SAFELY
ance of which he requests by wire, is
first
place at the mile and a half.
Philadelphia, June 21. The balloon
contained in a long telegram to Presrowed into secondPennsylvania
ident Wilson. McNab says in the Pennsylvania IT, which ascended here place near the finish,
M'OONALD IS THERE
occuthree
with
afternoon
message that he feels forced to re yesterday
Uncertain weather conditions for
sign because of orders from the at- pants, for whom some apprehension the annual regattas for tho inter-co- l
WITH BATTING DOPE torney general tying his hands in the was felt, landed safely at Lakewood, legiate races over the
Poughkeepsie
prosecution of the Diggs:Caminetti N. J., last night. Nothing had been course on the Hudson this afternoon
white Blave cases and the indict- heard from the balloonists after their faced the oarsmen of the 17 crews
BOSTON INFI ELDER IS LEADING ments
against officials oi the West- ascension until noon today.
representing
Cornell, Pennsylvania,
NATIONAL LEAGUE WITH
ern Fuel company.
Columbia, Wisconsin,
Washington
.370 AVERAGE.
HARVARD-YALGAME
and Syracuse when they arose early
He states he received orders to
21.
New
Harvard
June
York,
this morning. The weather
man
postpone action in these cases by
Chicago, June 21 McDonald, the
and Yale men flocked to New promised them brightening skies ny
and
telegraph
in
of
yesterday
spite
Boston infielder, is leading the Na- his
protest and statement to the at- York today from New London for late this afternoon.
tional league batters, and his consist
the final test of forces of the two uniWhat little betting: was done this
ent hitting shows his leadership is not torney general that efforts to tamper versities for the season on the base
with government witnesses in the
did not change the odds of
morning
a - fluke. UpfC'lal. averages given cases
ball diamond of Ebbett's field, Brookr last night, Cornell still ruling favor
had
been
made.
out today show him to be hitting at
ite in the big race by 3 to JO against
"In bitter humiliation of spirit," ;yn, this afternoon.
a rate of .370. Titus of Boston is
a
was
tie
effected
tho
ami PennIt
of
off
Columbia,
play
Washington
second with .358, Cravath third with the message says, "I am compelled a!
when Har sylvania. S'u'ght odd3 were given on
Cambridge
Wednesday
to
acknowledge what I heretofore in.350, and then comes Wagner of Pittsvard defeated Yale by a score of 4 to Cornell against Syracuse, and Wisburgh, who is slowly advancing to- dignantly refused to believe, namely, 3 in a 14
inning game after Yale had consin.
that
the department of justice is
ward the top Wagner's tigures are
Ail through the morning the crowds
von
the
game of the series
opening
to
influences
aTTead
will
yielding
which
two
crip.346 and he is just
points
into Poughskeepsie,, every
score
on
a
New
j;.
poured
by
Tuesday
Havej
ple and destroy the usefulness
of
of, his teammate pinch hitter.
train bringing its quota of rowing enof 2 to 0.
this
office."
Manager Huggin's of St. Louis is
thusiasts.
The spectators at ouco
Maury I. Diggs, former state archisixth with .342.'
made their way to the long observa
Jackson of Cleveland is the only tect, and Drew Camlnetti, a son of COAST-TO-COAStion train, which was in readiness for
T
.400 hitter stil'i tacing the
major former State Senator A. Camlnetti of
the start of the first race, the varsity
who recently was
league pitchers. Bis average is .407 Jackson, Calif.,
at 4 o'clock.
and he is still several laps ahead of appointed commissioner of immigraThe weather cleared by noon anil
tion
to
President
TALKED
by
STRIKE
Wilson, eloped
Cobb, who is batting .389 for second
the sun shone brightly. The water
Reno, Nevada, last winter with two
place in the American league. Schang,
was smooth, a light northerly breezo
school
leavof
Sacramento,
girls
the Athletics' recruit catcher, is third, high
the surface. Tho
their
wives
and
babies
behind
ing
PhilCOUNCIL scarcely rippling
THE BUILDING TRADE
with .379 for 12 games; Collins,
Marietta
and Walsh came
gunboats
them. They were brought back to
THREATENS
TO STOP ALL
adelphia, fourth, with .305 and Speakin the morning: and an
the
river
up
and
indictments
found
California,
er of Boston fifth with .363.
CONSTRUCTION WORK
chored near the finish line. Yachts
them under white slave act.
Base running honors are still held against
launches also took their positions
and
folto
The
the
message
president
of a
Chicago, June 21. Threat
by Mi'ian of Washington, who has
several hours before tho contest.
lows:
33
bases. His teammate,
strike in sympathy with
Stolen
Meanwhile the revenue cutter Mo
"Woodrow Wilson, president of the the Chicago union men locked out by
Moeller, is next with 27. Loberf of
in charge of the course, was
hawk,
D.
United
C:
States, Washington,
leads the National
the Building Construction Employers'
Philadelphia
in indicating to each,
busily
to
"I
engaged
the
honor
have
tender
my
association was made today by Simon
league with 26, and Myers of Boston
'
resignation as United States attor- O'Donnell, president of the Building boat where she should anchor.
is second with 18.
ney for' the northern district of Cal- Trade Council.
ifornia, to take effect immediately.
According to O'Donnell, union men
PERSHING IS COMMENDED
I am ordered by the attorney general,
VffAT IS A
in
cities throughout the country are
21.
Governor
June
Washington,
over my protest, to postpone until
General Forbes of the Philippines, in autumn the trials of Maury Diggs awaiting his word to drop their tools
a cablegram received today by the and Drew Camlnetti, indicted for a and tie tip the construction work of
insular bureau with reference to the hideous crime which has ruined two the nation.
"All that is necessary is just the
recent capture of the Moro stronghold girls and shocked the. moral sense
of Bagsak on the Island of Jolo, says: of the people of California, and this word from Chicago," said O'Donnell.
CANADIAN LAWYERS WRANGLE
"It is my firm conviction that Brid-age- r after I have advised the department "I have heard from the leading unions
DURING THE TRIAL OF PEL-KEhave
offered
and
all
General Pershing exhausted
they
of justice that attempts have been
FOR MANSLAUGHTER.
the virtues of his patience before tak- made to corrupt the government wit- They feel, as we do, that we have been
ing the last drastic action of proceed- nesses, and friends of the defendants badly treated. If the word goes out.
Calgary, Alberta, June 21. Several
ing against the outlaws with armed are publicly boasting that the wealth work will stop from San Francisco to medical experts were
to tesj
force; that this action was necessary and prominence of the defendants' Maine.
in
the
of
support
tify
cjentioa of
ia the interests of good government, relatives will procure my band to be
the defense that Luther McCa.
ro much work would cripple the.
pnd that he has handled the situation stayed through influence
not die from a blow to the jaw, y. he".
We will hold out until the last
with sagacity and skill. I hope that u,hWUtrial of Arthur Pelkey,
""Stlie
.'.I"'"In these cases two gifts were; minute before taking such drastic aHt.Carge of
this will be the end of all trouble in
manslaughter, was re
taken from cultured homes, bullied jtion
the island."
today.
and frightened in the face of their
McCarty did not take dnr.s fe
protests- to going to a foreign state,
JOHNSON LOSES FINAL.
the fistic contest of May 4 which
were ruined and debauched by the
4
London, June 21. Wallace F. John- ed in his death, nor did lie ever
.1 of tin r
n't u
irlirt
ha n rl nn ol
ir1r son of
Philadelphia, waa defeated1 in drug's before entering the r'?,
to
commit
wives
the the final round of the London lawn
and
infants
IN
CONGRESS
TODAY
il
cording to the testimony ot
crime.
tennis championship tournament by McCarney, McCarS.y's manaivv.
"O.n receipt of the attorney gen- G F. G. Lowe after one of the finest
was recalled to t'io
eral's telegram I prepared my resig- struggles ever seen at Queen's club. Carney
and questioned by tl; J.
stand
21.
June
Senate
at
Met
Washington,
nation, to take effect at the conclu- The British crack won
"r,,
C, :
as W03 Dr. Chambers,
noon.
sion of the trial of the Western Fuel
IW-jawound
tllat
the
01
los4
of
Kansas
pre- directors and the J. C. Wilson stock
Senator Thompson
wag recent and tbit It
DIVORCE IS REFUSED
sented a bill to regulate lobbying.
brokers cases, both ot which I had
caused
after di:,a. TI)f.n rmu"
21
June
Mrs,
that
Chicago,
Holding
Passed concurrent resolution for instituted and which I wished to
co;tnii-an- t case for the crown.
It.
was
Van
Vlissinsc-Jessie
with
house
to
Besession
Monday
joint
bring to a successful conclusion.
of and profited by her husband's
hear President Wilson's address on fore I could send my resignation 1
received another telegram from the forgeries, a jury in Jud'e Petit
currency,
Democatio caucus took np tariff bill. department ordering me to postpone court today declined to gra : her a
Tho defendant, I1 er Van
Adjourned at 1:44 p. m. until noon the case against certain defendants divorce.
Joii'-tto
cot
of the Western Fuel company
Tlissinfen, is serving a term
Monday.
for
the
unless
ordered
them
session, meets
a;'
mortgage
by
forgeries
House Not
try
dwl
more than half a miri-21,-t-
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four-oare-

GREEKS AND SERVIANS

battle

IS EXPECTED TO OC- CUR SOON ON VARDAR RIVER
IN MACEDONIA.

B1G

V'enna, June 21. An attack by the
Bulgarian troops on the Servians and
Greeks is expected on he river Var-da- r
in Macedonia, according to Austrian newspapers.
of the Greek and
The
Servian armies has been i ccomplish- ed. The Servians are concentrating
m tcrtified positions on the ngtit
banks of the river.
Three brigades of Montenegrin infantry are advancing through Macedonia to join the troops at the front
The 'Vardar river runs through
Macedonia to the Gulf of Salonikl.
The Bulgarians occupy the country
along the (eft bank while the Servians and Greeks bold the positions
from the opposite side.

coast-to-coa-

I'illZI

F!0iIT?Jli
Y

Arbitration Thought Futile.
Belgrade, Servia, June 21 The Servian government is said to have decided to inform Russia that in view
of the Bulgarian attitude on the river
Vardar and in the territory in dispute, a meeting of the premiers of
the Balkan sates at St. Petersburg
would be futile.

flii

from-Wash-

-

4..4

Demobilization Refused
Sofia, Bulgaria, June 21. The Servian minister here handed to the Bulgarian government today the reply of
Servia to the Bulgarian note rejecting the proposals for demobilization.
DENVER

-

STADIUM DEDICATED

Denver, June 21. Dedication day at
the stadium where outdoor events will
be held was celebrated today by members of the three Denver turverins,
and early arrivals for the thirty-firs- t
North American ' tnrnerbund bundes-turnfesto be held here next week.
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yl

CHANGE

NDS YEARLY

7Kna nn n n rj

NDERB'
ENGLISHMEN THE WORLD OVER
BET ON CLASSIC AS MATTER OF RELIGION.

lfJ

n

In Silk Dresses, Wool Dresses, Linen Dresses. Lingerie Dresses,
Wool Coats, Wool Suits, Wash Suits, Parasols. Millinery, and all
Lawns, Batistes. Dimities, Tissues end fancy Wash Goods, at

O,

U Uu U U

York, June 21. The running
the English Derby, under the sensational incidents which marked the
recent race at Epsom Downs, again
calls attention to what is without
doubt the greatest individual sporting event of the year .in point of International importance. Established
in 17S0 by the Earl of Derby it is
antedated by but few turf fixtures
and has gradually surpassed in worldwide interest all other races of similar character. The outcome of no
other contest is awaited the world
round with the interest that is manifested in the running of the Derby.
This is not due entirely to sentimental reasons, however, since wagering on the result is a part of the
Briton's education. No matter In
what par.t of the globe ho may be
quartered the Englishman and his
brother of the colonies must have
something down on the Derby either
in the form or a straight wager or a
pool selection. Statisticians have endeavored many times to estimate the
aggregate amount at stake in this
race and have invariably given up the
task in despair. That the total sum
runs into millions of dollars is not
questioned.
It is customary for the employes of
every big mercantile plant, factory
and similar concern to organizt'a
pool months before the running of
the Derby. The officers and soldiers
tii the British regiments stationed
i:i all parts of the world follow suit.
Sailors of all degrees under the
Vrrln Jack also havo their pools. In
Canada, South Africa, Australia, In
dia uid all the other British settlements and possessions wagering and
pooh- on the Derby continue almost
the year round. Scarcely has one
race entered turf history before the
next is being considered by the holders of winning and losing tickets

I

.LAGT VJEEK OF OUR' GREEN TAG 'GALE

1 (La

New

ALL OTHER. LINES THROUGHOUT THE STORE. WITH THE USUAL EXCEPTIONS,

Of

ONE TUB

,

Nemo Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
Wunderhose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks,
Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Patterns and Publications, all Threads and all
Shoes

iw-r's-

d

Inter-scholast-

few-year-

i

EXCEPT

xos&mmdt U Son
Established

South 5idPL&3a

1862

FOR GASH OflLY

American four in the opening game
of the series the visitors explained
the upset, in. part, by the statement
that since their arrival in this coun
try they had been unable to obtain
continuous practice against fast playfours. This state
ing,
ment was true, but the fault lay not
with either polo association or any
of its individual members, but the
game itself. Polo in the United
States is of comparatively recent ori
gin and polo players capable of trying
out the English four to the limit are
few and far between. Whereas tnou.
sands play the game in England and
the various British possessions, there
are but few in comparison who parin polo in the states.
ticipate
'
The very fact that the few players
of sufficient strength to give the
challengers a thorough tryout were1
needed for the American team and
reserve, placed an unintentional handicap upon the invading players. Oc
casionally one of the Meadow Brook
"Big Four" or an American reservist
practiced against the English, but
alil-.ethis was avoided as far as possible
Since the winning of a sum of the in order; that the charge might not
magnitude represented by some of be made later that the defenders
the Derby pool's is the event or a were familiar with the English style
lifetime it is easily understood why of attack and defense, in years to
the holders of tickets on the favor-it-- - come perhaps polo will reach a point
haunt the telegraph and cable of. of popularity in this country where
fifty in all parts of the world on In number of followers it will comday. The flashing of the win- pare favorably with England. Until
ner's nam frequently means a sum suchc time, however, the conditions
running into thousands for the lucky of which the English players spoke
ticket owner. In the case of the must continue.
!!'! Darby gloom followed joy for
the victory of the 3 to 2 favorite
In sending Maurice E. McLoughlin,
I'raganour had hardly been announc- R. Norris Williams, II, Harold J.
ed before there came a correction Sackett and Wallace F. Johnson to
crating that Craganour had been
England to continue that hunt for
for fouling and the Derby the Davis cup, the American Lawn
awarded to Aboyeur, a 100 to 1
Tennis association has named the
strongest team possible, Judged from
the 1912 rankings.
McLoughlin,
That the proposed National
Williams and Johnson are the three
AiJiIetlci association will top rankers in the singles and Hack-et- t
become in due course of time a realis found in the second 'line, of the
ity appears probable. The matter was doubles. Had T. C. Bundy, who with
fully discussed at the recent national McLoughlin, won the. United States
championships held under the aus- double championship at Newport,
pices of the New York Athletic club been able to accept the invitation
at Travers island. It was the unan to compete abroad the champions
imous opinion thai tha athletes of the would all have been battling for the
preparatory and high schrols of this cup.
That this team will given an excelcountry had reached a stage of athletic development where their wel- lent account of itself during the comfare demanded a supreme national ing play both in the English chamgoverning body. In all parts of the pionships and the succeeding Davis
states there are schoolboy track a.nd cup play goes without saying. In
s
field performers, whose records a
skill and strength it combines the
back would have been consid- best in tennis in the United States,
ered unbelievabble by th'j average and has the added advantage of youth
follower of amateur turf and cinder in the case of three of the four playcompetition. The system of training ers. Williams, Johnson and Mcfrom virtually childhood under direc' Loughlin are scarcely out of their
1iia; of skilled trainers is in part re- teens yet they have had plenty of exsponsible, for this remarkable prog- perience in tennis play both at home
ress and the constantly increasing
and abroad. With Hackett, who has
for trying put in meets no superior in the matter of court
is n",.
a important factor.
strategy, to advise and coach them,
a
ho
C present time there is nobody the younger combination may be ex-atwhose duty it is to see that suitable pected to carry off the burden of
eligibility rules govern the various tack with reasonable success.
flames in ail parts of the country or
to. jut the seal of authenticity upon
THE LATEST FASHION NOTE
the startling times and distances credSays: "It is a wise precaution
ited to these schoolboy phenomenons.
holes in delicate hosieThU is the proposed duty of the or- against getting
to
the
shoes before putting
ry
ganization which is being formed at them powder
on."
people sprinkle the
Many
pieseut. A tentative constitution, by- famous
Allen's
antiseptic powder,
laws and game regulations aie being
Foot-Easfind
and
the
into
shoes,
drawn v and when completed will
that
it, saves its cost ten times over
asuot0i the athletic
bp fo;
well
!;i:r !. :.' 'very college m the coun- in keeping holes from hosiery as
as
and
consequent
friction
lessening
will be
try. These organizations
anked to pass upon the same and re- smarting and acbing of the feet.
turn with such amendments as wi'il
Katherlne L. Norton, New Bedford,
this
Tisure their support. When
tas has been reached the National Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain
across my back, with a burning and
'.;?ei scholastic A. A. will be incorscalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
porated and launched to cover a field Pills as advised, with results certain
now
not
occupied by either the
and sure. I felt toned up and invigorA. A. A. A. or the Ama- ated. I recommend Foley Kidney
Pills." For backache, rheumatism,
teur Athletic union.
lumbago, and all kidney and bladder
us Foley Kidney Fills. O.
the defeat of the Knidfsh ailments,
G. Schaefer and
lied Cross Drug
l;.'nrnirh:i team by the Store.
.
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.

until the next general elecThis would mean that the
appointee would hold until
the election until 1914, when his successor would be elected to serve for
two years or until the 1916 election,
when state and county officers will
be elected.
Since the above was written Governor William C. McDonald has appointed Sabino de oiivas to fill the
facancy, the appointment to take effect immediately.
office
tion."

NEWS

FROM THE CAPITAL

Santa ' Fe, N. M., June 21. The
state corporation commission is putting in new filing cases in the 'vaults
of that office, which are a much needed addition to the equipment of that
branch of the state government. The
cases are of metal and will furnish
safe keeping for the many valuable
documents on record.
No Provision in the Law.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 19, 1913.
Hon. W. G. Sargent, State Auditor,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir: I have received your
letter of the ISth inst., asking me to
advise how the expenses incurred in
the transportation of prisoners to the
state reform school are to be patd,
and saying that as far as you know
there is no provision in the law for
the payment of these expenses.
This question has been submitted
to me by Mr. M. M. Mills, then chairman of the board or trustees of tne
reform school, in October, 1909, and
on November 2, 1909, 1 wrote him
as follows:
"I am jn receipt of your letter of
the 29th ult., relative to payment of
bills for transportation of prisoners
from the various counties to your In
stitution. I am clearly of opinion
that you have no authority to pay
such bills out of the appropriation
for the reform school. That appro
priation is for the support and maintenance of said New Mexico Reform
the transportation of
School, and
prisoners cannot properly be said to
come under those terms. It is quite
obvious, also, when we consider the
amount of the appropriation, that the
legislature could1 never have intended
that such expenses should be paid
from that sma'il amount.
"I am unable to find any territorial
appropriation from which such expenses can be paid. The omission to
make any such appropriation is undoubtedly an oversight, due to the
fact that we have never had, hereto
fore, any reform school ready to receive Inmates. The appropriation to
which you refer is specifically for
conveying prisoners to the peniten
tiary. Under these circumstances, I
believe that this expense must be pay.
able from the expenses of the district
courts. It is an expense incurred in
consequence of a judgment and order
of the district court, and as the legislature has made no special provision
for its payment in any other way, it
must be that it is an expense properly chargeable to the court fund,
created as provided In Section 923 of
the Compiled Laws of 1897." '
I believe that you are correct in
your statement that there is no provision In the statutes as to these expenses, so that the situation remains
the same as it was when I wrote to
Mr. Mills and what 1 wrote to him is
Yours truly,
sti'il my opinion.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
V
Attorney General.
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gov-eruor- 's

IS A MISTAKE
Made By Many East Las Vegas Resi-

dents.
Alany people in a misguided
lu get rid of kidney backache,

effort
rely on

WHOOPING COUGH
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy
every since I have beet,
house
and I consider it one
keeping
of the best medicines I have
ever
used. My children havo all used it
and it works like a charm for colds
and whooping cough. In fact, I con
sider it good for any kind of a throat
or lung trouble, and do not think any
household complete without it," writes
L. C. Haines, of Marbury, Ala.
You
will look a good while before you find
a better preparation than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for colds ond
.
whooping cough in children. It
For sale by all dealers Adv.
tains no narcotic and is pleasant to

Wunderhose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks,
Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Patterns and Publications, all Threads and all
Shoes
FOR CASH ONLY

Miner

Stings or bites of insects that are
followed by swellings, nain or itchlns
should be treated promptly, as thej
are poisonous.
SNOW
BALLARD'S
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. Ii
is both antiseptic and healing. Price
25c, 50c and $1.00 ner bottle.
Sold
door.
The by Central
your very
Drug Co.

exception.
The proof is at
following is an experience typical ot
Ihe work, of Doan's Kidney Pills in
East Laa Vegas.
H. A. Seelinger, 307 Grand Ave.,
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "A short
use of Doan's Kidney Pills proved
their worth in my. case. I can recommend them as a reliable remedy for

A substitute medicine is never for
the benefit of the buyer. Never be
persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
and colds, for children or for gTOwn
It Is prompt and effective,
it comes in a yellow package, with
beehive on carton. It contains no
Take no substitute for Fobackache or any other troubles, caused opiate
O.
ley's Hocey and Tar Compound.
by disordered kidneys. I base my high G.
Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug
of
Doan's Kidney Pills on per- Store.
opinion
sonal experience. Several years ago I
No Substitute Could do This
gave Doan's Kidney Pills my endorseNo Inferior substitute but only the
ment, telling how they had relieved
me of pain and lameness across the genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Net., of his
back, as well as toning up the kidneys. kidney trouble.
He says: "I was
I will be thankful for the benefit I bothered with
backache, and the pain
have had and will recommend Doan's would run up to the back of my head,
and I had spells of dizziness.
I took
Kidney Pills at every opportunity."
Kidney Pills and they did the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Foley
work and I am now entirely rid of
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo, kidney trouble."
O. G. Schaefer and
New York, sole agents for the United Red Vrosa Drug Store.
States.
the Brilliant Stars of June
Remember the name Doan's and
By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
take no other. Adv.
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
OBERLIN COLLEGE EXERCISES
Compound is at all times the "Star"
Oberlin, O., June 21. The principal medicine for coughs, colds, croup and
cough. A cold in June Is as
features of commencement week at whooping
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneuOberlin college will begin tomorrow monia as at any other
time, but not if
with the preaching of the baccalaure- Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
ate sermon by President Henry taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Churchill King. The graduation ex- Drug Store.
ercises will be held Wednesday. The
address to the graduates will be delivered by President George E. Vin
cent of the University of Minnesota,
CAPITAL PAID IN
who will take as his subject, "A Philosophy of Life."
,

.
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CALIFORNIA

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1013, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913

Los Angeles or San Diego

....

$48.50

Special dates, shorter limit - $43.50
San Francisco
$55.00
Special dates, shorter limit
$50.00
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle - $77.50
Special dates, shorter limit - $72.50
Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc.. please call at ticket office.
D. L.

BATCHELOR, Agent

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal of the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of
impurities.' HERBINE cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.

No person need hesitate to 'take Foley Kidney Pills on the ground that
they know not what is in them. Foley

When the baby Is suffering the double affliction of hot weather and bowel disorders, the remedy needed is
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR.
It reduces

c

guarantee them to be a pure
curative medicine, specially prepared
for kidney and bladder ailments and
It strengthens that organ, cleanses irregularities.
They do not contain,
the bowels and puts the system in habit forming drugs.
Try them. O..
good healthy condition.
Price 6Dc. G. Schaefer and Red Coss Drug Store.
Sold by Central Drug Co.
& Co.

CHESTER

8 PILLS

I,oal ,1 AU jrour Drue
for- Diamond glut
TtrBiidi
; "is la
ai3 unld melallicV
teiled with Blue Rll.bon.- ke no other. Hut of Tonr
jfniftftM, Ask fnr:ll M-lf- i

".

the feverish condition, corrects the
stomach and checks looseness of the
bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle
Sold by Central Drug Co.

ita

years known as Rml

P"f,

nMu.

i

.n-t- .t

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

.

ana

peciol Excursion Rates

con-take-

plasters, liniments and other makeshifts. The right treatment is kidney
treatment and a remarkably recommended kidney medicine Is Doan's
.....
Pills. East Las Vegas is no

t

Nemo Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,

$50,000.00

rAf?l

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DA V

Take LAXATIVE PROMO Quintet
Tablets. Druggists refund money if ti
fails to cure
E. vV GROVE'S six
uature Is on each box. 25c.

A Worker Appreciates This
Wm, Morris, a resident of Florence.
Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
years my kidneys and bladder Incapa
citated me for all work. About eight
months ago I began using Foley Kidney Pills, and they have done what
ether medicines failed to do, and now
I am feeling fine.
FoI recommend
County Commissioner to Be Named. ley Kidney Pills." o. G. Schaefer and
as
soon
official
death
As
Red Cross Drug Store.
proofs of
have been received by him, the govBEAUTIFUL WOMEN
ernor will be called on to name a
It. has been observed that beautiful
Rio.
Arriba
for
commissioner
county
county to succeed Jose P.' Valdez, women always have good digestion.
commissioner from the Third district, If your digestion Is faulty Chamberwho died last Saturday of pneumonia, lain's Tablets will correct it. They
according to reports received in this are easy to take and most agreeable
city. This action is provided for on in effect. For sale by all dealers.
the part of the governor by Section 4 Adv.
of Article XX of the constitution,
which says: "If a vacancy occur in PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druseist will refund money
the office of district attorney, judge

of the supreme or district court, er If PA70 nTMTMTriMT fails to cum
county commissioner, the governor any case of Ttrhins? Blind. Bleeding
shall fill such vacancy by appoint- or Protrdin? Piles in 6 to 14 days.
ment, and such appointee shall hold 50c.

c
J.

M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

D. T. Hosklns, Cashitr
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash

VEGAS

Interest Paid On Time Deposits

1
1

1
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LAS VEG ASSAV IfiIGS BANK
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M
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CAPITAL STOCK
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S5O.000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. Q. 11 AY DON
Ii. W, KELLY
D.

Vice

T. HOSKINS
INTERNES

r

PAID ON DEPOSITS

President
President
Treasurer
I
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1ABEMYSTEBVA
HARD NUT TO
CRACK
LAWYERS ARE WORKING
UPON THE SOLUTION OF

EXPERT

MURDER

CASE

Indianapolis, Ind., June 21. The
trial o Dr. William B. Craig, of this
city, and of A. M. Ragsdale, an undermurtaker, upon the charge of having
in
Knabe
October,
Helene
dered Dr.
1911, had been Bet for next Monday
but, as the trial is expected to be qulta
lengthy and it was considered undesirable to carry it through the hot summer months, the agreement is said to
have been reached to let the case go
over until some time in the fall. The
trial promises to be one of the most
interesting and sensational ever held
in Indianapolis and will, undoubtedly,
attract countrywide attention.
Heleno
The death by murder of
23,
October
of
the
on
Knabe
night
1911, was one of the most mysterious
case's in the criminal history of this
city and, in the minds of mary perinnosons, who firmly bejieve ir. the
still
is
men,
cence of the accused
of
victim
The
an unsolved mystery.
Kuabo, was
the crime, Dr.
aabout 35 years old at the time of
her death, unusually attractive, and
excellent
highly respected for her
attainscientific
character and her
as
in
born
Germany,
was
She
ments.
the daughter of a civil engineer in the
a
German army. She had received
and
fatherland
her
in
education
good
came to the Uiited States to satisfy
her ambition to. become a doctor. She
of
graduated from the Indiana College
Medicine and continued her studies
even after she had established herself
in this city aB a regular practicioner.
Besides attending to her steadily
growing practice Dr. Knabe delivered,
collectures on pathology at several
Veterinleges, including the Indiana
the
ary College, of which Dr. Craig,
trat
the
coming
defendant
principal
she
ialis the dean. For several years
was the state bacteriologist, but she
beresigned this position a short time
for
more
time
fore her death to gain
had
She
studies.
her
and
her practice
a wide circle of acquaintances but
it is beonly few intimate friends and,
enemies.
lieved, no
Dr. Knabe lived and had her office
on the first floor of an apartment
house located on a busy street corner.
The apartment occupied by Dr. KnaDe
was in the corner of the building and
livhad windows to both streets. She
ed alone, but employed an office girl,
Katnerine McPherson, who came in
toe. morning and attended to the work
durin the living rooms and the office
own
home
her
for
ing the day, leaving
Miss Mcparly in the evening. When
pherson came to Dr. Knabe's apartment on the morning of October 23,
closed
1911, Bhe found all the windows
contrary to the habit of her employer
who believed in a plentiful supply of
fresh air. Dr. Knabe was on her bed,
dressed only in her night gown, which
was rolled up under her arms, leaving
the body bared. Her throat had been
cut by a powerful gash, but no knife
or other weapon could be found and
there were only a few traces of blood
Miss
upon the bed and upon her body.
but
they
called
physicians,
McPherson
could only establish the fact that Dr.
Knabe had died several hours before
as a result of the wound in her throat.
The authorities were notified and
the police made a careful investigato find any
tion, without being able
clue that would throw the faintest
of the case.
light upon the mystery
that no
fact
the
Notwithstanding
the
apartin
weapon could be found.
abmore
baffling'
even
ment and the
sence of blood' upon the bed covers or
in any part of the room where the
end
body was found, the police in the
advanced the absurd theory that Dr.
Knabe had committed suicide, and
abandoned further Investigation.
Immediately after the discovery of
the crime Jefferson Haines, the colored janitor of the apartment house and
several members of his family were arrested, but there was no evidence to
connect them with the murder and
they were finally discharged from custody. Their testimony shed no light
whatever upon the mysterious case..
After the police had given up the in-- .
restigation, the Indianapolis Council
of Women, composed of some of the
most prominent women in Indiana, un
dertook to solve the mystery. They
employed H. C. Webster, a private de
tective, to hunt the murderer. It was
upon the findings of his investigation
that the grand jury based the indict
ment found on December 31, 1912,
acdinst Dr. William B. Craig as principal and Alonzo M. Ragsdale as accessory to the crime. "It was shown

I.

to the grand jury that Dr. Craig and
Dr. Knabe had been intimate friends
for a long time and that Dr. Knabe
insisted upon, Craig marrying her. It
was also shown that on the evening

before her death Dr. Knabe had visited the Craig home. It was also pointed out that the person who committed
the murder was a person thoroughly
familiar with human anatomy. Dr.
Craig has been at liberty under $15,000
bail.
WEDDING IN CABINET CIRCLE

Washington, June 21 A large rep
resentation of the cabinet circle, together with numerous other persons
of prominence in the official and resi
dent society of the capital, today journeyed to Brooklandville, in the Green
Spring valley, to attend the wedding
of Miss' Ethel Preston Mc.Cormaek,
daughter of Mrs. Isaac E. Emerson of
Baltimore, and Mr. Francis Huger McsecAdoo, son of William G. McAdoo,
retary of the treasury. The weddingtook place this afternoon at Brooklandwood, the country estate of the
Emersons.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Emerson by her first husband. Her
stepfather, Capt. Isaac E. Emerson, is
the father of Mrs. Alfred G. Vander-bilt- ,
formerly Mrs. Smith McKim. Mr.
McAdoo, the bridegroom, is a grad
uate of Princetan University and of
the Columbia Law school.
MANCHESTER-NE-

LINE
Never before in
YORK

London, June 21
the history of transatlantic steamship
navigation has a similar period witnessed the establishment of so many
regular services between Europe and
America as has the past year. To the
list o fthose already in operation another was added today with the sailing
of the steamertMemphian of the White
Star line. The Memphian inaugurates
the first regular service between Man
chester and New York. It is planned
to have regular sailings between the
two ports every three weeks hereafter,
HALIFAX IS GROWING OLD

Halifax, N. S., June 21 Halifax
kept a public holiday today in celebration of the 164th anniversary of the
founding of the city. The day was de
voted largely to athletic games and
other outdoor sports. Literary exer
cises were held under the auspices of
the Nova Scotia Historical Society.
MEXICANS OBSERVE HOLIDAY
City of Mexico, June 21 An artil

lery salute at daybreak and the hoist
ing of the national flag over all the
public buildings today marked the an
niversary of the taking of the City of
Mexico by the forces of Gen. Porfirio
Diaz, June 21, 1867. The fall of the
capital to the liberal troops under
Gen. Diaz was a fatal blow to the imperialists and practically ended the
long war of the French invasion. Tha
a
aniversary is regularly observed as
holiday.
TO HONOR HUGENOTS
New Rochelle, N. Y June 21

The
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F ULP I T
Choir Loft

Y0U11G WOF.IEN
Tell How They Suffered and
How Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Restored Their Health
and Stopped all Pains.

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
Adrian
CONCEPTION
Haheyrolle,

pastor.
Fist mass at 6:o0 a. m; second mass
at 10 a. m. Sunday school in English
and Spanish at 3 p m., in Spanish at
3:30 p. m. Rosary an benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.

cramping spells, distressed feeling in
the lower part or my
back, headaches and
-V
4"
folt weak and was
AfV.i very irregular.
ter taking five bottles of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound with
Liver Pills for constipation, I felt well
and strong and have
no more female
troubles. I hope
every suffering woman will give your
medicine a trial. I give you permission
to publish what your remedies have
done for me." I,!rs. RoY SuiMS, R.

if

m.'

No. 6, Box 34, Zahesville, Ohio.

yhat Tea Dollars Did.

Danville, Va, " I have only spent ten
dollars on your medicine and I feel so
much better ,than I
did when the doctor
was treating me. I

That Has Wen Admiral::::
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The caste only celebrates weddings
every ten or twelve years. It is quite
a common thing for the children of
the caste to be married when they are
only four, five or six years of age, but
marriages at an earlier age than four
are exceptional.
These baby brides, of course, do not
join their husbands when they are
married. They wait until they reach
the age of ten or eleven, when there
is a second marriage.
Should a baby bride's husband die
before she reaches the age for the second marriage she becomes a widow
and has to remain so all her life.
In such cases the widow at once
loses caste. Her ornaments are taken
off her and she becames a sort of outcast, looked down upon and generally
made a household drudge.
The husband, on the other hand,
should his baby bride die before the
second marriage, may marry again.
In fact, he is expected to do so within
a few months of the death of the
bride.
If he does not marry again- within a
few months he loses caste. His fellows refuse to smoke or drink with

THREE YEARS IN JAIL
New York, June 21. Porter Charl
ton, whom the supreme court of 'the
United States recently decided must
be returned to Italy to be tried for
the murder of his wife, today completed his third year as a prisoner in the
Hudson county jail in New Jersey.
Mrs. Mary Scott Castle Charlton was
murdered in Italy in the early part of
June, 1910. The body, having been
put into a trunk and thrown into Lake
Como, was soon found, but not until
Charlton had fled and was on the sea
bound for New York. He arived here
on June1 22, 1910, and within an hour
after his arrest he confessed to the
Hoboken police that he was guilty of
the crime vharged of him.
Charlton was promptly committed
to the Hudson county jail. He has
been there ever since, while his family
and counsel have exhausted every
means known to the law to prevent
his extradition to Italy. Two weeks
ago the last hope was lost when the
supreme court decided that the confessed murderer must be surrendered
to the Italian authorities.
It is expected that within another
month young Charlton will be on his
way back to Italy In the custody of
the Italian police. Even had he not
confessed his crime, it is believed that
the young man would have little
chance of escaping conviction, as under the Italian system a prisoner is
supposed to be guilty until proved innocent. There is no death penalty in
Italy, and if Charlton Is convicted he
will probably get a sentence of twenty
years in prison, ten of them in solitary
confinement.

"Favorite Verses in Proverbs."
Evening address, 8 p. m., Rev. p. C.
Anderson.
FIRST M. E. CHURCH Cor v
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. JtS,
C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning wor
ship with sermon at 11 o'clock. Bpworth. League, 6:45 p. m. Evening
worship with sermon at 8 o'clock.
A cordial invitation is extended to
all who have no other place of worship to attend divine services at this
church.

JUBILEE OF NOTED CHURCH
21. St.
Alban's
June
Church, which occupies the site in
Brook street of the thieves' kitchen
described by Dickens in "Oliver
Twist," will hold elaborate services tomorrow in celebration of the completion of its first half century of existence. Since its foundation fifty
years ago the church has had the
faithful "Father" Stanton watching
over its destinies.
London,

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug,
Mother entered the room just in
las avenue and Tenth street MornVerna knock
ing worship and sermon at 11 o'clock. time to see
down.
ses
brother
Sundaher
older
sfhool
and
Bible study
"Verna, how could you do sucJi a
sion at 9:45 . m. Society of Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
thing?"
"The Lord gave me strength," VerThe church extends a most hearty
invitation to all people. Strangers na proudly replied.
and sojourners in the city especially
welcomed.
She We women are always misunFIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner derstood.
of Main and Sixth streets. Rev.. N. B,
He Well, you never saw one who
tried to make herself plain did yo?
Green, Pastor.
Sunday scnooi, :ia o ciocn, a. m. )
Morning service with sermon, 11:30
d

o'clock.
B. Y. P. U.,

FRIEND'S

Evening

o'clock p. m.
service with, sermon,

m

7

8

Joyfcl

o'clock.
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BOPTIST

SHILOH

CHURCH

Corner Columbia and Railroad avenues. Rev. W. R. Burgess, pastor.'
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m, by
the poster; Sunday school 9:45 a.
m.; B. Y. P U., 3 t m. All are welcome to attend these services.
CHRISTIAN
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A gown of black charmeuse trimmed with lace.
rich panel of the same material, accordeon pleated.

USE FOR

OLD

One-Piec-

ts

old-tim-

Picturesque Note.
Even in the matter of tailor-madgowns a certain picturesque note as
serts itself this season, the severity
of the coats, for example, being very
frequently softened by the introduction of frilled jabots of net and lace,
emphasizing the Directoire style in
which the collars and revers aia cot.
The coats themselves, too, Rhow a
very becoming fullness, both fcsek
and front, above the curved Sines cf
stitched strappings with "Rhica
many of the basques are finfBhed. Tlw
fabrics which are employed for sons.;
of these tailor-mad- e
sowns
rr i:x
;
themselves exceedingly picnrc-!t'w.a v.; t
and far more deoorativ
i
fsmooth cloths and fine
have been used MUm'to for .tnu-;this description.
s
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The skirt reveals ft

GOWN de chine run through a Jet buckle ia
front. The revers were of crepe d&
chine and the long sleeves had a two-inc- h
Be
May
Complete Transformation
turnover cuff of the same. Tbe
Made In the Fashioning of the
economy of getting this garment was
e
Frock.
furthered by having a separate ekirt
of plain material, 'which, coull
It is rather astounding what a fash' made
worn
be
at odd hours with a "white
ionable air can be given to a oneshirtwaist.
piece frock that has served during the
Whatever else you forget In planwinter as a house gown, by adding to
your spring and summer wardning
matea
it Uelted jacket of figured silk
lasse or crepon. Also, it turns the robe remember that the short dressy
coat is probably the conspicuous gargown Into a serviceable thing for out
door wear through the spring and ment of the moment.
summer and saves one the necessity
of getting a suit.
OLD POKE BONNETS REVIVED
A dark blue crepe de chine trimmed
with satin cloth which had served Its Made Into Things of Beauty by the
purpose since December as a smart
Clever Hands of the
house frock was converted by pne
Milliner.
woman into a spring suit for the
street ahd for afternoon wear by the
Here and there one sees an alluring
addition of a dark blue watered pop- poke bonnet brought to life by the millin jacket which had a pronounced liner who is clever enough to know
wave in it. This was lined with a that the old fashions are being refigured silk in blue and yellow and vived, and if women wish to look
belted In with a loose girdle of crepe old prints they must have hats and
mantles to go. with the gowns.The revival of the poke bonnet fcaa
BEAUTIFUL NEW MODEL
met with approval because in its modern shape it is exceedingly becoming
and does not clash with the ideas of
present millinery. It is not a scoop;
it merely has a rounded brim in front
to shade the eyes, and ia turned up
with a flap in the back. There is a
chin band of black velvet or colored
satin ribbon and a bunch of flower
over one ear.
The milliners make these
flowered mantles to go with the hat,
and the same color scheme is sup
posed to be carried out in the two. If
a woman is going to attempt trim-min- d
such a hat and making such a
V
wrap at home, it is wise for her to
remember this.
GOOD

SOCIETY
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cherished remembrance of our lives.
Regular services every Sunday morn- most
And thousands ol happy mothers owe their
to health and strength to
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday preservation
Jtother'a Friend. This Is an pxternul remevening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C- ball. edy that is applied to the abdominal mus-

sweet rr,,

V

L

That fnnnv, little, brassy cry that echoes
the arrival of the new baby is perhaps the

cles. It relieves all the tension, prevents
tenderness nnrt pain, enables the muscles
to expand pently. and, when baby comes,-thmuscles relax naturally, the form la
preserved without lticermiou or other acFOR A WEAK STOMACH
cident.
Talie Chani'oerlalirs Tablets. They
Yon will find Mother's Friend on sale at
any drtiR store, as It is one of theis
enable the stomach to perform its almost
remedies that graod-suolliestandard. reiloH
everywhere hare relied upon.
functions naturally. For sale by all
With its daily use during the period of
there is no weakness, no
dealers. Adv.
expectation,
nausea, no morninpr sickness, no pain, disot any kind. l;s luiinenre
or
strain
tress
is trtiiv remarkable, as it penetrates the,
tissties'and renders them pliant and easily
poverned by the demands of nature. You
will he Rurnvised at its wonderful e!tect aud
what a (rrateful relief it atTnrds.
to vounsr women Mother's
'specially
FOIi
is one ol the greatest of ail helpful
Friend
m
AOrtumRnlritforl r Trl',hnrli Influences.
I nriN 1,1, I 1,111.
Mr, I it.. I,n.
You will find this wonderful remedy on
,
.
hlftMIii M 'I i
'iltm
i
, ' Vsmho
pale at the store, where you trade, or they
1
(
i
4AIUtH. 'it
m, in will get it for von. It Is prepared by F.ind-flel- d
'tis,
bourn. At ill in .,,.,. mu
r'tMM. HnhwP,""
1
Regulator Co., VW I.aiuar liiiilu.ini, u
Don t..-!.- t
Atlanta, tin. Write them for a very va.a-abiIwolt w exut:Uut woUien,

'

'
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The public is cordially, invited to
The Wonderful Mu.ic that Bur.U Forth
;
attend any of these services.
When the Stork Arrive.
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sleep
well. I cannot say Avenue, East Ias Vegas, N. M.
Fifth Sunday after Trinity, June 22,
enough for Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegeta- 1913.
ble Compound and
Holy communion 7:30,
Liver Pills as they
school, 9:45,
Sunday
have done so much
for me. I am enjoy
Morning prayer and sermon 11:00.
all to
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
ing good health now and owe
your remedies. I take pleasurt in tellProcessional 474 "O Bless the Lord
ing my friends and neighbors about
Soul."- - Williams.
My
them.."-M- rs.
Mattie Haley, 501
Ultemus Domino Charles Ran- Venite
Street, Danville, Va.
dale.
Gloria Patri. Randall
Te Deum Lauderaus U. R. Thomas.
CANDY FOR INFANT BRIDES
Benedicts choir Anon.
Marriages in One Caste In India Al- Hymn 143 "Jesus Calls Us"
ways Occur Before the Age
Serm.on.
of Twelve.
,Hymn 616 "He Leadeth Me."
Presentation. Chant 1S9. Humphries,
Four hundred weddings were celeRecessional 582 "Stand Up, Stand
brated simultaneously on a recent
Saturday at Surat, India, among mem- Up,, Webb.
bers of the Lewa Kunbi caste, accordThis church is open daily for private
ing to the London Mirror.
prayer and meditation.
None of the brides was over twelve
years of age, the majority being from
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
one to six years old, while the brideschool 9:45 a. m.
J:o
Sunday
nine.
grooms varied from three
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
Most of the contrctlng parties sat or
Communion and preaching 11 a. m.
lay on the laps of their parents during
the ceremony, and were given sweets
''Henry Ward Beecher."
to keep them quiet.
,
Christian Endeavor 7 p. m.

-

plain wrapper,

Suggestion for Draped- Govn

college.

don't suffer any ST
.PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
bearing down pains:
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector, 716 National
at all now and I

In Italy marriage by law is a civil
contract, only legal when performed
by the mayor of the place In which the
HER
couple who desire to be married re
side, or his assessor, and it must be
GOOD ADVICE performed in the city chamber.
.
Some hotels and not a few pensions
in Rome are the constant resort of
ITse Results Made This Newburg needy adventurers with titles real or
spurious to their names, Duke This
Lady Glad She Followed
and Prince That, who are' always on
Suggestion.
the lookout for money, says the Chris
tian Herald. Aided, it may be, by
Newburg, Ala. "For more than
some one In the hotel or pension, they
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this get acquainted with a rich American
place, "I suffered with terrible pains in family with marriageable daughters.
my back and head. I had a sallow To one of these love is made and mar
complexion, and my face was covered riage is arranged.
Such have no difficulty in finding 8
with pimples. Our family doctor only
priest to perform their ceremony. It
gave me temporary relief.
A friend of mine advised me to try, is done. Then the adventurer deserts
the
and she has no remedy. Some
Cardui, so I began taking It, at once, few girl,
years
ago a young girl was so
and with the best results, for I was
treated.
Her
pseudo husband, having
cured after taking two bottle3.
My
secured her money, left her and mar
mother and rny aunt have also used ried civilly and legally an Italian
Cardui and were greatly benefited.
woman with whom he wa3 in love.
I shall always praise Cardui to sick
The victimized girl shot dead her beand suffering women."
Cardui is a purely vegetable, per- trayer and his wife. Recognizing th
wan
fectly harmless, tonic remedy for wo- provocation she had received, she
left unpunished. Another girl slmil'
men, and will benefit young and old.
Its Ingredients are mild herbs, hav- Wly betrayed committed suicide.
ing a gentle, tonic effect, on the womanly constitution.
Cardui has helped a million women
back to health and strength.
Much Money Falls Due SHorify.
Have you tried it? If not, please
Industrial and public service cor
do. It may be Just what you need.
porations will, It is said, be palled ea
N. B. Write to: Ladles' Advisory Dept.. Cfuttn-ooMedicine Co.,Chattanooza, Term., for Special to meet $300,000,000 la short tern
book " Home Treauwial
JWrttflfiuiu, and
Eotea before 1214.
on tenvmU
tat
nt in

RUNYAN NO RANTER.'
From many sources many expressions like these concerning the Rev.
William M. Ruuyan, who will conduct a union evangelistic meeting at
this place, beginning Wednesday
evening, July 9. The following is
from the Rev. Harry Andrews King,
D. D., president of Moores Hill college, Moores Hill, Ind.: "I take pleasure in commending the work of Broth
er William M. Runyan, evangelist. In
my judgment he has few equals in
the evangelistic field. His preaching
is sane, sweet and searching. He has
exceptional tact as a soul winner.
His language is chaste and strong,
but never abusive. He is peculiarly
adapted to work among young people
and especially college, students. I
cannot speak too nighly of his fine
Christ-likspirit, his attractive presentation of Gospel truth, his ability
as a soul winner. I have been with
him in two meetings one at Baker
university and one at Moore's Hill
e

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
day excepted. Second mass 8.30:
sermon in English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
From 3 to 4 .Sujtday school. At 4
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane, mass
very fourth
Sunday by the pastor.

Hugenot Association and the city of
New Rochelle have completed preparaetions for the biggest celebration
ever held in Westchester county next
of
week, to mark the 225th aniversary
the settlement of New Rochelle by
the French Hugenot refugees from La
Rochelle, France. The progrom provides for anniversary exercises, parades and land and water pageants. A him.
leading feature will be the unveiling
of a statue of Jacob Leisler, who,
IN
ITALY
LAW
MARRIAGE
when governor of the colony of New
York, bought for the Hugenots the Ceremony la Only Legal When Per
6,000 acres of land that constitute
formed by Mayor of Place
'
New Rochelle.
Where Couple Reside.

Wwea,"

,

Sunday school for Erglish speaking and Spajjish speaking children
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
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Mrs. C. L. M. Baily, chaperon; Mr. and
Mrs. Richard 'Johnson, Mrs. Carlos
Dunn of Taos, Mrs. ,Oscar Gosch of
Albuquerque, Mrs. Edward Holt of El
Paso, Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss
Louise Cunningham, Miss Marguerite
Ciuxton, Miss Lucy Clement, Miss
Marie Clement, Miss Rachael Ward.
Miss Jeanette Ward, Miss Mary Tipton, Miss Ruby Moore, Miss Marie
Mann, Miss Aurora Lucero, Miss Grace
Elliott, Mr, Orrin Bltfod, Mr. Richard
M. Dorsett Tolman, Mr.
Devine,
"Whit" Whitcomb, Mr. Ralpr Rohrer,
Mr. Emile Clement, Mr. Dever Powers,
Mr. Francis Kelley, Mr. John Harris,
Mr. Donald Hart, Mr. Cecil Boucher',
Mr. Lee Gerard, Mr. Frank Eltinger,
Mr. Thomas Ward of Los Angeles, Mr.
Leo Tipton, Mr. W. Hugh Stark and
Mr. Colbert Root.
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Students Guests of
The Commercial

Club.

The students of the summer sesLatered at the postoffice at East
of the New Mexico Normal Unision
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transand the San Miguel County
versity
States
mission through the United
were entertained most royInstitute,
mails as second class matter.
ally last night at the Duncan opera
house by the Commercial club at a
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
play presented by the 1913 class of
body, even the younger set, turned
the Normal
Daily, by Carrier
their
thoughts to matrimony. This
05
memI
The play was excellent, all
Per Cpy
week has been characterized by other Mrs. Johnson Hostess
.15 bers playing their
.
even
better
One week
parts
at Euchre Party
65 than when the play was produced dur- events, such as parties and meetings
One Month
Monday afternoon at her home Mrs.
of
clubs.
From
7.5C
present indications
All the
One Year
ing commencement week.
R. F. Johnson entertained in honor of
sea-eowill
rext
the
end
June
week,
busy
summer students, who number over
Daily, by Mall
for wedlock, that is, cf course, Mrs. A. A. Jones, who left this week
370, attended and filled the larger
One Year
for Washington, and Miss Rachael
3.00 part of the lower floor of the opera providing no new cases drop into the
Six Months.
A pleasant aftera bride-to-bWard,
limelight.
while
the
house,
balcony and gallerwas
noon
those
by
spent
present. EuThe main social event of next week
ies were filled with members of the
folentertainment
chre
the
furnished
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
will
matrimonial
in
line
be
the
the
Commercial club and others.
re
delicious
lowed
the
of
GROWER
by
serving
The cast of "Fannte and the Ser- wedding of Miss Rachael Dunbar Ward
52.00
were
Mrs.
Those
freshments.
present
One Year vant Problem" bad practically for- and Mr. Lewis H. Peterson of Denver.
Blx Months
gotten their parts when asked by the This event will take place on Wednes- A. A. Jones, Mrs. F. R. Lord, Mrs. F
Commercial club'to present the play day evening at St. Paul's Memorial L. Myers, Mrs. O. G. Schaefer, Mrs.
for the benefit of the "summer church, followed by a brilliant recep- Carlos Buna, Mrs. Frank Thompson,
tCash in Advance for Mall Subscrip- again
but with two rehearsals tion to be given at the bride's home on Mrs. J. H. York, Mrs. E. E. Johnson,
students,
tions.)
showed that they were talent- Eighth street. The bride-elec- t
is well Mrs. J. H. Ward, Mrs, Tea Holt, Mrs.
Remit by draft, check or money or. they
even
to
ed
able
the
and
produce
piece
known' in Las Vegas and is popular. Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs. Halett
er. If sent otherwise we will not
Mrs. W. G. Benjamin, Mrs. H.
was
when
It
than
better
first
preShe has been a resident here practibe responsible for loss.
!
(
G.
sented.'
Coors,
Jr., Mrs. E. E. Breese, Mrs.
cally all her life and for the past two
Specimen copies free on
W.
Miss Lucy Clement, as Lady Ban-tocRosenthal,
N.(
Mrs, A. M. Adler,
a
as
teacher
years has been employed'
played unsually well last night, In the public schools.
She has a Mrs Ben Strickfadden, Mrs. Charles
and
Mrs. F. O. Blood, Mrs. H. J.
being the same
charming personality and is well Tamme,
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
character that pleased known in Las Vegas society. Mr. Ryan, Mrs. F. M. Lyon, Mrs. S. B.
the large audience during commence- Peterson is a successful
,THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
young man of Rohrer, Mrs. C. H. Schirmer, Mrs. E.
PAID FOR
ment week. Howard Peterson as MarHe is connected with the R. Russell, Mrs. W. E. Kaser, Mrs.
Denver.
tin Bennet,.. did exceptionally good
American Steel and Wire company. He Lucy Stoneroad, Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs.
re guaranteed the work last nighf7 playing his part with has visited Las Vegas a number of G. A. Fleming, Mrs. Homer F. Tilton,
Advertise!
sternness
and
and
weekly circulation all the necessary
iargest dally
times and during his stay has made Miss Rachael Ward, Miss Jeanette
a
of
character
the
sophisup
showing
New
f any newspaper In northern
friends. The affair will be at- Ward, Miss Mossy York, Miss Lorna
ticated head servant most effective- many
Miss Louise
Mexico.
Lowry, Miss
tended
by the many friends of the .Johnson,
ly. Pryor Timmons, as Lord Bantock,
Pauline
Miss Emma Tamme,
Lowry,
made a big hit with the t.udience last couple.
On the same day at Salina, Kans., Miss Marguerite Ciuxton, Miss Helen
TELEPHONES
night, as did all other characters.
Miss Louise
CunningMain I The production'! was equally as big Miss Mary Balmer of that city and Cunningham,
BUSINESS OFFICE
Miss
ham,
Moore, Miss Gladys
Ruby
will
Las
Vegas
Main 9 a success as ; when first presented, Arthur R. Tillman of
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Gibson and Miss Tessie Devine.
and was more 'than enjoyed by the be united in marriage. The ceremony
4 4
will be solemnized at the home of the
summer students.
A
SATURDAY, JUNK 21, 1912.
will
Picnic
Miss May Ross, the director of the bride and then the young couple
Party
p'iay, demonstrated through the' work leave for their wedding trip, which In the Hills.
The cast of "Fannie and the Serof her pupils last night that she is will be through parts of the east and
''
vant
deProblem" this afternoon took
and
states.
most
central
teacher
the
include
of
a capable dramatic
SEE OUR OWN SCENERY
serves credit for her "work. The Miss Balmer is a well known business unto themselves a hike across counFIRST.
Commercial club members were gen- woman of Salina, having been head try. They started at i o'clock and
erally hailed as jolly good entertain- saleslady in one of the largest depart- after many stops for" rest finally
ers last bisbt by not only the mem-me- r ment, stores of her home city for a reached a pretty spot in the hills
The Trip to Hermit's Peak
students but by all who wit- number of years. She is an accom- west of Las Vegas and there camped
for the day. Each person who made
(a new way)
nessed, the- play.
plished young woman and is well
There is a way to climb Hermit
The work of the Normal University known in' social circles. Mr. Tillman the hike carried an ample lunch and
Teak from the Y. M. C. A, camp that orchestra, which furnished music for
the afternoon was spent most
has been a resident of Las Vegas for
fete, people know, that is the way Har- the program, was appreciated by the
The party will return this
the past two years, and during that
sundown.
at
Professor G L.
vey's guests go. So little used is the audience. The orchestra, which is time has been
evening
employed by the Santa
Cornell and Miss Anne George chap
frail that it is difficult to find it where Jed by Miss Marguerite Ciuxton, is
is
He
popular
eroned the party, who were as folIt starts from the canyon about a quar an excellent amateur organzation. Fe Railway company.
in Las Vegas and has a large number lows: Miss
e
above- Jack's cabin. Mr. Har Its music when the play was preLucy Clement, Miss Mary
to
of friends who will he surprised
Miss Rose Kellogg, Miss AuHays,
vey intends1 to have It marked newly sented early this month was beautiful.
his coming matrimonial ven- rora Lucero, Miss Grace
some time this season when there will Several changes were made for the learn of
Elliott, Miss
The
ture.
couple will reside In Albu- Pauline
Jaramiilo, Miss Agnes Brinebe no trouble to find the starting point. program last night, owing to the abgar, Miss Mina Pochel, Miss JoseIn places It 1$ very steep but the foot- sence of some of the musicians. The querque.
4 1
phine Young, Miss Louise Trahey,
ing la good and after the top of the orchestra, however, played equally
Actors Are
Miss 'Willie Mae
Culberson, Miss
liigh ridge is reached it is a pleasnat as welj as it: did when it appeared Young
"FeedT
a
week.
Phoebe Russell, Miss Fabolia C. de
Given
"commencement
trail to travel all the way to the brow during
Last night at the Potter Parlors Baca, Mr. Pryor Timmons, Mr. HowThe cast was as follows:
of the Hermit. A grand panorama of
E.
Clement
..
Miss May Ross, director of the clas ard Peterson, Mr. Frank H. H. Rob.Lucy
peaks, valleys, streams, lakes and Fanny
Uni-..iLord
Bantock,
Vernon
erts, Jr., Mr. Chesley Thomason, Mr.
Wetherell,
play of the New Mexico Normal
plains is unfolded as the trail on the
last
wesented
was
Timmons
whirh
B.
husband
her
Pryor
the
in
ridge Is traversed culminating
Martin Bennet, her butler
night under the auspices of the Com
superb view which spreads at one's
Howard B. Peterson mercial ciub, entertained the memoeis;
feet from the verge of Hermit's Peak
her housekeepof the cast informally. A color scheme
whose walls of solid rock drop abrupt- Susannah Bennet,
E. Hays of purple and white was used, which,
er
Mary
ly nearly half a mile in depth.
Jane Bennet, hermaid.Grace E. Elliott made the occasion truly a Normal par-- i
Of course you will drink from the
Ernest Bennet, her second footman
ty. The 'refreshments were in these
miraculous spring which the old inH. H. Roberts, Jr. colors as well as the decorations. Dur-- I
.Frank
habitants say was not. there until the
maid
ten-- j
Honoria Bennet, her
ing the evening the young actors
hermit scratched the ground with his
Rose Kellogg dered to Miss Ross a slight token of
staff and the waters; bubbled forth. The Misses Wetherell, ner aunts by
their apreciation for the work she
Then you'll see what little remains of
Aurora Lucero
marriage done to make the Normal play a
had
the hermit'B cabin built more than
Pauline Jararoillo
complete success. Mr. Pryor B. Tim
forty years ago by followers of the Dr. Freemantle, her 'local medical
mons made the presentation speech
strange old man who kept lonely vigil
man
Chesley H. Thomason and did so in a capable manner.
day after day and night after night
"Our Empire": England, Agnes
Those present were Dr. and Mrs. j
upon this lofty height. You should al- Brinegar; Scotland, Mina
Pocbel;
H. It. Roberts, Dean and Mrs.
Frank
so descend to that little cave in be Ireland, Ella Josephine Young; Wales,
Frank
Carroon, Miss Lucy Clement
are
ruins
the
cliff
where
of
the
side
Florence Louise Traiiey; Canada,
Miss
Mary Hays, Miss Grace E. Elliott,
of the first little shelter built by the Lucy Floyd; Africa, Willie Mae CulRose Kellogg, Mies Aurora LuMiss
T.
hermit himself, so small that he could berson; Straits Settlement, Phoebe
not repose at full length in it nor Rutsel; New Zealand, Fabio'ia C. de cero, Miss Pauline Jaramillo, Miss
Agnes Brinegar, MisB Mina Tochel,
stand upright under its roof. Here his Baca.""'"'
Miss Josephine Young, Miss Louise
cnlv soureis of "water buddIv was from Georsre P. Newte, her former duw
S. Omar Barker Trahey, Miss Lucy Floyd, Miss Willie
the little which dripped a drop at a) ness manager
of the Mae Culberson, Miss Phoebe Russel,
directors
time through' the roof of the cave and The. officers and
Which he caught in a bowl placed Commercial club who were the hosts M ins Famola c. de Baca, Miss
,
of the students and citizens of Las j gwite- Cluxion, Miss May Ross, Mr.
it fell.
B. Timmons, Mr. Howard B.
Many are the tales told of the her-- ' Vegas are: W. J. Lucas, president; - j Pryor
mit End It !s worth one's while to'w. E. Gortner, vice president; Hal- Peterson, Mr. Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr.,
Raynolds, treasurer: W. Hugh j Mr. chesley H. Thomason, Mr. S.
spend, a moonlight nisht on his moun-;iet- t
Directors: W. P. Omar Barker, Mr. Colbert C. Root and
who
secretary.
timer"
some
can
"old
Stark,
with
tain
S.
fliea otrvrlon. mora or lew. mtr- -' Southard.Powers, uiarence kiu,. 5Ir. Francis iteny.
I. Davis. M. t)an-ihc- n
Col.
M.
fire.
Silk Glpves
89c
And;
nculous, beside the camp
o
to Bee the sunset, the moonrise; ( ziR. M. Greenberger, W. II. Spring-t- Euen Tiempos Dance in
yd
,91,4c
per
Percale,
Commercial Club Rooms
T, Koslcins.
hear the surprising echo from the;er.
50c Ratines,
38c
The Buen Tiempo club enjoyed the pi
yd
to
at
watch
and
cliff
twilight
westerly
career
its
of
dance
Thursday
joliiest
23c Iron Ciad Hose,
the rising of the sun next morning! Two Weddings
pair. 19c
evening. The affair was held in thf
Of all mountain experiences this is During Coming Week
50c
Ladies' Silk Hose, pr 33c
Society has taken a slight rest dur rooms of the Commercial club, which
perhaps longest to bo remembered.
use
to
the
has
and ft Redi'ern Cor$3.50
organization
even
matrimony
permitted
Hit don't forget to carry blankets end ing the past week and
rroats with you even if .it be the has been lagging along the road. The its quarters, with the provision that
sets $2.49
Fourih of July when you Camp on top sirenuous every day moll of business the dancers pay the expenses and that
has taken hold of Las Vesacs and con all members of the Commercial club
of
pealc. ...
sequently social events are few. The are invited to be present This ar
Mr. Richard Dunn and Bert most unusual of social events of rangement, judging from appearances,-wilwork exceedingly well. Most of
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Card Club Entertained at
a Pretty Luncheon
The Friday "Afternoon Bridge club
was entertained at luncheon Tuesday
afternoon by Mrs. Charles Speiss at
the Spelss residence on the Boulevard.
The party was am ost exquisite affair.
Bridge occupied the latter part of the
afternoon. The party" was given In
honor of Mrs. J. van Houten of Raton
and Mrs. W. C. Bailey of New York,
both of whom are visiting in Las Vegas for a short time. Those who enjoyed the luncheon were: Guests of
honor, Mrs. W. C. Bailey and Mrs. J.
van Houten; Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs.
S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs. Herbert CClark,
Mrs. Erie Hoke, Mrs. L. V. Crocker,
Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Mrs. Ned Raynolds and Miss Jeanette Spelss.

v

-

Birthday Party
For Miss Fishburn.
Yesterday afternoon Miss Alta Mae
Fishburn entertained) a number of
her friends at her home on Tenth
street, the occasion being her fifteenth birthday. The afternoon was
spent with music and games, after
which
refreshments were served.
Those present were' Miss Ethel Harper, Miss Ida Harper, Miss Neva
Chambers, Miss Ruth Seleger, Miss
Isabelle Strassen, Miss Mildred Myers,
Mi:". Viola Leonard, Miss Essie
Miss Edith Wright, Miss Eliza-be- t
Wright, Miss Harriet Tooker, Miss
Dorothy Herman, Miss Alice Regens-berg- .
Miss Jessie Wood, Miss Genevieve Callahan, and Miss Viola Fish'
burn.

IRON IN COOL COMFORT
AN ELECTRIC IRON will save
your temper during;
the coming hot months. You can iron where coolest
and most convenient by attaching the plujj to the nearest Electric Light socket.
Using the Electric Iron, it is
not necessary to maintain a hot fire or to tramp back
and forth to change your irons. One iron does all the
work it beats quickly and stays hot as long as der?:!.
Electricity heats the face of the iron ooh it do; mi?,
heat the handle or you.
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afternoon Mrs.
Saturday
George Smith and Miss May Ross entertained the Sewing Club in honor
of Miss Rachael Ward, who is to be
wedded next week. The afternoon
was spent in sewing and was most
spent. A delicious course
luncheon concluded the entertainment.
Those who attended the affair were.
Guest of honor, Miss Rachael Ward;
Mrs. Edward Holt, Mrs. Frank Thompson, Mrs. Carlos Duau, Mrs. Charles
Trumbull, Miss Jeanette Ward, Miss
Mildred Brown, Miss Lorna Johnson,
Miss Rebecca Henriquez, Miss Tessie

$1,050

-

AT YOUR ROOR

Telephone or call and we will have our
show you

4

Sewing Club Meets
With Miss Winters
The Sewing club met yesterday
ternoon with Miss Ruth Winters.

FULLY E0IJIPPFI!

OVERLAND HODF.l, 59 T

Devine, Miss Mary Tipton, Miss Marguerite Ciuxton, Miss Mossie York,
Miss Emma Tamme and Miss Bessie
DIngess

les
af-

I

Vegas Aufonioblle
'

AlPHjne Main 344.
though the attendance at the meeting
was small, nevertheless those present
enjoyed a most pleasant afternoon.
Delicious refreshments were served
the summer session of the New Mexilate In the afternoon by the hostess.
co Normal University will be guests
The members present were Miss Frances Myers, Miss Marie Mann, Miss at a line party given by Managers
Phoebe Hart, Miss Chella Van Petten Duncan & Browne. There, have been
a large number of these parties given
and Miss Ruth Winters.
by these managers during the past
to the students, and they are
year
Duncan and Browne
greatly appreciated by all. There
To Entertain Teachers.
probably will ,be two shows to acNext Wednesday afternoon at the commodate the large number of
Photoplay 'theater the students of

Machine

Whalen,

Dinner
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Fowler Props'

Party at
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h

the Lucas Home
Wednesday evening at her home
Mrs. W. J. Lucas entertained a number of friends at a dinner party served

in a most tasteful manner. The evening was spent most enjoyably. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. George A.
Fleming, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Iden,
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Hammond and Mrs.
Wensel of Wagon Mound.
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20 Per Cent Discount
On cd! Shoes

nd Oxfords

This discount applies to our enthe line of Fine
Shoes and Oxfords for men, Women and Children.
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Deduced
Men's and Boy's

Wear Specials
Lisle Suspenders
Lisle Sox, per pair
75c and $1 Shirts, each
Florsheim Oxfords, pair
65c Boys Union Suits
75c Muslin Night Gowns
75 and $1
Boys' Waists
50c

ee

J

Our

v
1

N.n:

39c

23c

lids

16c

59c
$2.99
43c
--

49c
49c

Boy's

and Caps
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able harvests out of the dry soil. But
all along the line in the vicinity of
Wagon Mound and' other neighborhoods, the country was looking beautiful, the grass being up six inches
IN
land everything looking more than Mrs. W. C. Bailey
came
El
Paso
of
W. F, Stephenson
you want to carry your funds in such a manner as to give you SAFETY from
promising. The rancners are gener- Is Honor Guest
in last night for "a short business
loss or theft CONVENIENCE cashable anywhere ta the world. These require"
Yesterday afternoon Mrs. S. B. Daally feeling happy over the outlook,
visit in Las Vegas.
even the 'loss sustained by some vis, Jr., entertained In honor of Mrs,
and
mentsare to be found only in TRAVELER'S CHECKS, issued in amounts of $10,
M. M. McSchooner of Mineral Hill
of their roads will not make much W. C. Bailey of New York, who Is the
buscame In this morning for a short
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difference, because they are looking guest of Mrs. Charles A. Speiss. A
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Charles A. Speiss, Mrs. Clifford Losey,
Santa Fe,".V M., June 21. John E.
noon for Albuquerque, where she will
CHACON'S HEARING IS
Mrs. Hallet Raynolds, Mrs. Ned
Powers, of the United States geologi$111,000.00
visit friends for a few days
last evening
Mrs. Herbert Clark, Mrs. W. E.
M. A. Hagart of Deming come in cal survey, returned
from Colfax .county and the north- PUT OFF TO THURSDAY Kaser, Mrs. J. van Houten and Mrs.
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Erie Hoke.
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Some time ago State Engineer
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F. J. Lyons, representative for the
Raynolds, Vice President.
George Laemmle entertained a num- Farlane will lecture are as follows:
S.
American Catholic Review, is a busi- French was In Colfax and in reportDavis, vice President
II. Eile Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
ing his observations In that section
Attorneys for F. M. Chacon, associ- ber of friends in honor of Mrs. Flora .'Arnold ) Bennett," "The Works of
ness visitor In Las Vegas today.
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for contempt and that the alleged of- was spent by those present. Th's club
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fense does not constitute contempt of will meet every Tuesday afternoon
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from now until September instead of
National League.
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Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot

n

.

reach the diseased portion of tha ear.
There Is only one- - way to cure deafness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is Inflamed you have a running sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can he taken out and this tube
restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured
by RATES FOR CLASSIFIED AOVf.
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
TISEMENT
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Five cents
!!ne eacn insertion.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy lean apace than two
line. Ait aducrtla mntt charged
TAX PAYMENTS,
will be booked at space actua'ly
,
Notice is hereby given that any without regard to number of words
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will Cash in advanca preferred.
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
and after July 1,1013 will be subject
to a penalty of five per centum.
Further notice is hereby given, that
after July 1,' 1913, notice will be duly
published of the public sale of all
property upon which taxes of A. D.
1S12 remain unpaid at the date get
for such sale, and such property up
on which taxes of 1912 are then delinOPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN I.
quent, will ba sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Ve?as, N. M., May 14

vhe OPTIC
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think
of the deep significance of the
Did you ever stop to

above

oft-repeat-

ed

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4.

.

L

M.

A.

COLUM

toy nine

LOBBY

Regular communication first and
tiJ-In
Thursday
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially In-

A

J A.

vited.
W. M., H. 8

.an

O o. MOOSt
Meets second
t
fourth Thursday evening
aaai

month

ui

w

O

than 95 per cent of the population of the United States
that can read are newspaper
readers.

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO.
O. of B. B. Meets every

I.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month In the
vestrj
rooms of Temple Monteflore l I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave ec. d Tues-- o'clock p. in. Visiting brothers ar
Uay In each month at Macordially
invited ' Isaac Appel
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
President: Charles Greenclay. See
Klnkel, B. C. ; Chas. Tamme.
retary
ir

.

,

I. O. O.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

CHAPTER MO. 3, ROYMASONS Regilar con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:80 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

P. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets ever Monday evening a
their hall on Sixth street All vlslV
ing brethren cordially Invited to a
N.
G. ;
F. D. Fries.
tend.
Gut
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
1.

Secretary;
C. V.

Karl Wertz. Treasurer;

Hedstcock, cemetery

w

alec'

HER.

AN

rugs
stove, range etc. Best quality,' good
as new. 1007 Eleventh street.

429 GRAND AVE.

m.
'
A

rrlvi-N-

TIME CAHD
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'
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YOU!
use

u

ROOMS

FOR
RENT No
seekers need apply. Call
Kitchen.

FFOI1R
w

FOR

mm

i

1913 Model motorcycles
and motor boats at bargain prices,
all makes, brand new machines, on
eafy payment plan. Get our proposition before buying or you will regret it, also bargains in used motorWrite us today. Enclose
cycles.
stamp for reply. Address Lock Box
11, Trenton, Mich.

FOR RENT Five room furnished cottage. Call LeRoy House, 618 Grand

xJSHver Spoon
V-ifyo-

FOR SALE

511

ypyt

I

Ii
c

It

giving you
a present for do8

O-

-

v Ui

There is, indeed, much
worth while thst one
may "see by the peepers"
if he will but study the advertising psxges.

JC

lo

furnished

flat.

FOR RENT Five room cottage
hill. Phone Purple 5301.

LOST On Douglas
avenue, Eagle
charm. Return to Nick N. Cordova
and receive reward.

Befer EMPRESS
FLOUR rtalh) is.

SILVER
P L
j
7

ATE

BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH-'- I

IT CURES

can be

ob--

g tamed m this city worn

ALL GROCERS

1200

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Ibe., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 fbi., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Dslivery

,.

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per

100 lbs.
100 lbs..
100 lbs-

pr

100 lbs.
100 lbs.

per

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aas
Lastine; Qualities of Whleh Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

I
!

I

ANT; Ads

WHILE YOU WALK

Use Allen's Footease, the
powder to be shaken into the
shoes. It Instantly takes the sting
out of corns, itching feet, Ingrowing
nails, and bunions. It is the greatest
comfort discovery of the age. Allen's
Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes
feel easy. Ladies can wear shoes
one size smaller after using. It is a
certain relief for sweating, callous
and swollen, tender, aching feet. Try
it today. Sold everywhere, 25c. Tria'
package FREE. Address Allen S.
Olmsted. Leroy, N. Y.

GREY (STERLING) FINISH

empress

i

.

by GER-

BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

on

Lost

way when you
learn how Much

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVF 9.P.FNT STAMPS

'.

-

MAN PROCESS
CO

RENT Modern
Ninth street.

something
you 'd do hny

Made

'

health
White

ing

7
V

It

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
......25c
per 100 lbs
:
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs

For Rent

This elegant Rogers'

(

Meets ev
Ladlsi
ery Monday eveD Professional Health Culture for
8HEARER
MRS.
OLLIE
ing in Castle Hall
General Massage, Hair and 8cai
FOR S'ALE One horse, single harVisiting
Knighti
ness, mowing machine, rake and 2
are cordially invlt Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicur
Plaza Hotel.
plows. Mrs. Nisson, North Fourth
Chas Llebacn
1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
Office
hours
street.
Chancelloi
ner,
Commander. Harry
FOR SALE At a bargain A fine ry Mama, Keeper of Records and
new upright piano. E. E..Wentworth Seal.
Subscribe for The Optic.
Layton, 918 Eighth street.
TH IAS

D.

EMPRESS

ill

trBt

For Sale

Not so vtry long ago "I
see by the papers" referred

and constantly changing bits of information which
crowd the pages of the reliable
daily papers like

Ml
flrai

PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meets tlrst and third Fridays
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
at 7:30 p. m. In Maaonlc Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the Worlo
Mrs J. O. Rutledw, Worthy Mahaii, on the second r.nd fourth
tron; Mm. Agnes Tripp, Secretary
Mondays of each month at 8 p. in.
1913.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmte,
.Telephone llala 329.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
WANTED
moReliable
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dsa
Treasurer and
girl of good
Collector, San
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
for
Visiting memhers are espeuty.
rals
No
housework.
M.
heed
other
N.
Miguel County,
io2 Me-31054 Seventh street.
every Monday night at cially welcome and cordially invlv
apply.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas, avenue.at
ed.
NOTICE.
8 o'clock.
are
members
WANTED Competent
Visiting
stenographer
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
and office clerk. Answer in own
c'mb has leased the La Jara and Tip
Buhlor
T.
J.
president;
secretary;
handwriting, j. b. Optic office.
lakes, which are the two northern'.). H. Baily, treasurer.
HUNKER & HUNKER
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes POSITION"
WANTED
Young
lady
H. Hunker Chester A. Hsj
George
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
wants position as bookkeeper or 6 p. O. ELKS Meets second and
Attorneya-at-Lahunt or
person will be allowed
fourth Tuesday evening of each
office work; seven years'
general
New
Las
Vegas.
fish upon this property except memmonth Elks home on Ninth st remexperience; best references. Phone
bers of the club, and all persona goand Douglas avenue. Visiting broA
Olive 5462.
ersare cordially invited'. Gov. Wm.
ing there must be prepared to show
DENTISTS
a membership card in this organiza- WANTED
.T. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConAt this office, nice
tion. Otherwise they will be arrestDR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
don, Secretary
large cotton 'rags. Must he clean.
ed for trespassing.
Crockett Building.
5 cents
per pound.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
Mali In
COUN- Office Telephone
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
AND FISHING CLUB.
Mala 1
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and House Telephone
ourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Plonefff building.
VUlting memDentist
bers axe cordially Invited. Richard
MAKE US OFFER on splendid up
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
Dental work of any desciiptloa
Devlne, G. K.; ITrank Angel, F. 8.
used
right
short
time.
Call
piano,
MHO
moderate prices.
and see it, 508 Main avenue.
SIGN PAINTING
NO.
LODGE
I Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main !
DORADO
EL
East Las Vegas, N. M.
1
FOR SALE Piano, furniture,
KNIGHTS OF PY
N.

O.

merely to some news happening, but today the expression
is just as likely to indicate
store news, advertising news,
the arrival of some choice
merchandise, some change in
style, a new idea in apparel,
or any one of a hundred inter-estin- g

vtiu,

Hail

Win. P. Mills,

Petten, Secretary. J.

j

It is estimated that more

W.

brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator;
J. ThornhilL
Secreiar

Bartered Wife.
What amounted to the
barter of a wife occurred when Justice
Deane granted a divorce to Raymond
Moraud and approved the millionaire
agrement to pay 27r

Are Best

Market Finders
Classified add. search out the people to whom among !!
who MIGHT BBT the particular thing it worth most.

tbose

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST it
who reads the ads. in this aswBpaper and would never
your property unless it were advertised her.

omio
near

i

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want u
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, nsed ESRChlnery
and turnlTure. articles of Ksefulnefla cf any sort, and musical

London.

500.

As the classified ads. art read bj all possible buyms, of all
sible sorts of tMigs, they hare corns to be tinders of the best Kr
kets.

-
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v?ar-power- ,
teen Qeparred ror tae
dunnc novf you feel, mum, aoout aear. tney're county aocletf yea rssj
ami tnen tne Chinaman.
coast, secretly to buy. timber limits, roused Billy,
life. I've been disappointed, starting ly must call ana leave carasr
carried
her
we
indoors,
gave
j
avowedly to find a nurse and a doctor, Together
"But the portraits!"
and laid her, dressed as In with ideals, and there're gone. I'm
Mr. Tom Faulkner, his engineer, her brandy,
as straight as the world will let me,
in
"They stared at me so rudely that HE GOT THE MACHi?
bath.
Captain
she
was,
Taylor's
tem-for
j
surveyed, then let contracts
without my going hungry."
I burnt them, Ancestors ought to rerode
hard
doc
a
while
for
Billy
Then
porary snow road, log buildings at the
"Yes," Brooke sighed, "I'm a disil- member they're dead, and they'd rath
nurse and I filled the bath with
falls, and a telegraph line which tor,
er be burned, too, than be claimed as
lusioned,
which
disappointed man."
for
Ey ELIZABETH SHEAR,
eight hours
would secure our business from being freezing water,
I had a curious sense that this actor Polly's aunts."
with Ice. Drawn
renewed
we
kept
.Illustrations kg
known at Polly's
of life was trying to be real, and in
"And the Star
"
gently 'from her body, the frost form
Ellsworth Ycrang
Mr. Dale reopened the Sky-lin"Gene Filers has a new autb'SiobIle,1
"A
the
t,
attempt he posed.
ice
the
my dear, a
of
upon
film
a
but
ed
surface,
with
arrangement
said Harry Jungles. He had; stopped)
my
mines, pending
went
he
on,
I
"Not
that
claim,"
all."
me
that's
that
she
felt quite
she assured
the owners.
his trotter at the gate to thoTruuii
"So you're In partnership?"
without the slightest pain. To "that Spite House is anyways holy.
Mr. Surly Brown placed a cable warm,
It's not. Of course, a sporting and
no. Fact Is, old Pete has tori farm for the very gnnJ r?ao!! tba'
I
food
"Why,
in
at
her
sustain
liquid
gave
at tho gate Pearl Trampton was vraiti
and built a scow in readiness to renew
a re- been working thirty-fiv- e
years, with
tervals, and quite clear now in her gambling joint meets a demand,
his ferry business.
ing for the mail man.
we
both
a
his
thing
demand,
faithful
grettable
behind
me
that
even cheerfully she, trusted
eyes shining
Mr. Tearful George placed loads cf mind,
of. hair it's silver
"Has he?" Inquired Pearl with. Inten
be
shut
to
would
like
abhor
and
I
now, eh? Well,
with her story.
creates the supply. couldn't leave him ln the lurch. .And est. Then quite casually she addressed
forage a day's march apart across the
demand
since
But
a
of
me
told
vine
She
village
among
forest, then drifted live stock into
let's have it ln
style, not there's the Hudson's Bay to consider, the fence post. "I should nev er,"
yards, overlooking Lake Ontario, just run
Jesse's rapch.
I
what
That's
say."
by
with forts up north depending on us said she, "mairy a man who didn't
thugs.
comes tumbling down
Father Jared Bought out young gen- where a creek
His spacious benevolence seemed to for supplies. And I suppose, when I own an automobile. Why, I wouldn't
faHer
the
from
heights.
Niagara
iv tr
to aii ne cut, grave as a cuu- tlemen to be trained at Jesse's "School
SYNOPSIS.
confer partnership, yet to be shocked come to think of it, I'm rather proud care if It were a wheelbarrow just so
ther, a retired minister, wasted his at
1
"
stable, playing the game of life JuSt of Colonial Instruction."
my Immoral tendencies.
of the outfit So, ln my sentimental It was an automobile."
in
to
raise the
trying
Mr. William O'Flynn became bar- narrow means
as I used to.
PART ONE.
over.
"it's
he
It's
"However,"
sighed,
"Giddap!" said Harry Jungles to his
way, I made a deed by which Pete is
When he d tended the horses, Iron tender, despatch rider, stable man, proper grapes for sacramental wine done with, shoved aside. There was
CHAPTFR I Tin - to ry opens with
trotter. Arriving at the town of Thres
managing owner, with a
Mother was dead, and nine small chil
.Jesse Smiili reliittii', il;u Btory of his set up, a clock upon the shelf, go I
ln it, but small money, and while Polly is sleeping partner with Pines, he told the hardware man wha
birth, his early life In Labrador and of
dren had to be fed and clothed, to ap- money
the death of his father.
on. Old Taylor may have no right to interfere."
might hear the ticking as time passed.
we
had been pestering him for a month
pass
at
church and
pear with decency
told you that as far back as Novemabout the mare that he could have
CHAPTER II Jesse becomes a sailor. He carried in armloads from the
"You've told Pete?"
would
so
not
be
that
they
school,
out
His mother marries the master of the sleigh, he opened cases, he spilled
ber we decided, Mrs. Smith and me,
"No. I suppose I've got to own her for the price he offered.
ashamed among the neighbors.
hip and both are lost In the wreck of sacks. He showed me maple syrup,
s
resort up?"
to run the house as a
the vessel.,
"Going to buy a car?" asked the sab
an
found
adverJohn
Uncle
Then
cigars, a dandy rifle
We bought the Star
"You. don't want Pete to be cheated isfled hardware man when he had paid
In the paper. A governess for tourists.
tisement
CHAPTER III Jesse becomes a cowboy with
Pack-traiammunition, books,
plenty
from Taylor, and the old by his partners."
down the money. "Everybody seenii
to Texas.
was wanted for four children someclothes, candy, a piano which plays
Is
our new riggings."
"You're right. Just open my desk to be getting 'cm nowadays!"
where in British Columbia. The cargadorwas making
CHAPTER IV-- He
marries Polly, a Itself, then garden seeds, and all sorts
news Indeed!
This
"I want to buy some thing," Harry
and look inside. It's the paper on
lnger of questionable morals, who later
wages were so generous that there
of things which ypu'd have honed for
Is reported to have committed suicide.
s
course
as such are top."
"Of
told him, briefly. That was one thins,
to
for
would
be
spare
enough
helping
like
was
in
the
The
long ago.
place
date as Noah's ark, and we've
about Harry Jungles. He had down t
CHAPTER V Jesse becomes a ranchei
I found and read the deed.
father. It meant so much of proper out of
a barter store, piled to the beams
"nd moves to British Columbia.
tO' march with the procession.
got
perfection the art of not hearing what
warm
"You've
the
for
I
and
of
read
said.
it,
good
food,
course,"
clothing
with riches wasted on me, who hadn't
You'll see in this prospectus," he held
said to him, thereby saving
So
were
"It
to
me
was
read
references
children.
by the lawyer people
younger
a neighbor left. Why, even Iron, who
PART TWO.
out a paper, "well, I'll read it. Let's Chap. Isn't it all
much time in which to think.
Mr.
who
with
Brooke,
right?"
exchanged
no
one
to
for
but
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himself,
think
under
Trevor takes
the used
If Pearl Trampton passed a good
wrote most charming letters.'and Un- see yes 'Forest Lodge,of long
narrative. Unhappily married sheupcon- uad a kitten for me, warm in his pock"Oh, yes," I managed to say, "it's
Mrs. Jesse
the able management
deal of time the next ten days waiting
templates suicide, but changes her mind
for
the
cle
lent
John
all
money
funn
such
journey. Smith, with
legal jargon.
right
after meeting Jesse.
et, and forgotten until a case of hardthe mail box It did not disturb any
great experience in'
I looked at the names of the wit at
My little schoolma'am pursed her lips
ware squashed out its best Sunday
on 'Forest Lodge
one but her mother, who remarked on
further
It's
no,
CHAPTER
rescues Kate from
must
over
which
Low
that
McTavish
and
loan,
Cultus
nesses,
severely
earn.
ever
that
Who'd
her
think, too,
rooms undusted and chickens unfedj
is the natural center for parties view
husband who at- set
lived Joe, the worst characters ln our
be repaid by instalments.
tempts to kill her. Trevor loses his life so small a bundle of fur and claws
but to no avail
the wondrous wilds.' That should
In the rapids.
ing
met
Mr.
at
to
Brooke
read
the
district.
The
document
Ashcroft,
Jenny
should have a purr to fill my whole
When a young woman puts on a
eh?
them,
'Experienced
guides
grip
dea
no
her
and took
old blind man had been
doubt
CHAPTER Ill-K- ate
by sleigh nearly hundred
rejects offer of bed with joy. Surely, I loved this
fresh
animals
frock
and
saddle
from
with
pack
day and troubles to
rrand opera managers to
return to the world I'd so
The deed actually signed do her hair every
miles, getting more and more familiar the .famous Star
nearly quit, when after
stage and marries Jesse.
the new way and nohodj
atajo,' we can't call stroyed.
in a state of wild
owner
made
horrid
sole
of
famous
the
and
until,
Polly
comes to view the dazzling results ex
supper Iron loosed a gramophone
mules, of course, 'will escort par- pack-traileir
Bf tarU
fear of him, she ran for safety Into a them
ouCtHhAapJuyR
My friend bad been
The Hudson's Bay man had shown
sceneries
and
hunt
the
ties
cept an aged mall carrier with a wifa
visiting
House.
The
cheated.
a special "record" from England, He Carried In Armloads From the drunken riot at Spite
him
six children it is likely to weai
and
Coast
of
the
the
V-Range,
ing
grounds
PTER
iC15f
succumbs to the
waitresses were rude and cruel, Polly
her nerves ragged as a natural reao
Pleadings of a composer to return to the the angel song in Chopin's "Marche
Sleigh.
Cariboo, the Omenica, the Babine, and
floor.
on
were
the
There
drunk
etage and runs away with him. She Funebre." We had that first, the very
lay
the Cassiar.' That ought to splash!"
rescues Widow O'Flynn from her burning
commander-in-chie- f
no children.
(To be Continued Monday)
house. Is badly burned herself and resong she used to sing in this cabin, general adviser, and
Billy had warned me of bad char
X 1 iS'
turns home where Jesse receives her with times when I reckoned it a shameful
at the Hundred.
After I learned from Mr. Eure that acters
settled on the lands toward
open arms.
a
a
was
I
without
a
with
A
bewildered
yelwitness,
to
prejudiced
Chinaman,
cry.
thing for any man
Jesse's ranch. Were these Brooke's HAS NEW THEORY ON GOUT
CHAPTER
ttle
low smile, cooked, scrubbed, chattered shred of evidence, that no court
thieves appear In
It was Kate's voice.
guides?"
"experienced
the neighborhood. Jesse asks Kate
to re
and burned incense would listen to hearsay, and that the
Oh, tell God, mother, that I'm very pidgin-Englissafety. To hi joy sIib rs- "Naturally," Brooke folded his pros Eminent Man Declares That the Harm
rusD
would
not
confession
be
in
kitchen.
the
to
Joss
girl's
I
voice
dying
heard
her
filling
grateful.
pectus, "the sporting trade had to be
of Meat Eating Has Been OverAnd I, Kate, was busy nursing and allowed in court except it were made closed
VTT Jesse resumes the' narthis place which used to be her home
f fiAPTER
right down before, the tourist
estimated.
rative.
He calls on neighbors and plant Though my wife and I are parted for keeping house, with never a moment under oath before a magistrate. Poor
f ' 1 A',
connection took a hold. Millionaire
to capture the robbers. Kate is rescued
to spare for the specters which throng- Jenny would never have told any man
from the hands of the bandits.
all our years love finds a way.
out to spend their dollars,
sportsmen
As
and
for
the
calamities
disasters
A week or more had passed, ard I'd ed our forest. After the snow road what happened at Spite House; she
find things just so. They which have been so
CHAPTER VIII-T- he
robbers are cap"sane expect to
luridly depicted as
my strength again. The river had diverted traffic, my one visitor was would not have given the last
tured, but later make their escape.
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A
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to
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who
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moments
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so
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to
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the
that
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rheuma-tlm- ,
.CHAPTER
Is captured bv
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acid
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all
brood;
the robbers, but by a clever ruse makes hunting grounds beyond, and when we climbed the long hill for his rations. and so there was no case against eith- everything 'Imported' even when It's
gout and kidney disease they
prisoners of the robbers.
came back our camp was full of meat. When my patient was well enough, er Brooke or Polly in a crime which made on the spot. They don't make
be
dismissed with the statement,
may
"Bolt"
with
them
would
talk
servitude.
earned
had
he
penal
Taylor
The truth is scarce, being winnowed
CHAPTER X The prisoners are turned
over losing a tew thou- first of all, that meat has little to do
no
ver to a United States
or
I think our prayers to- sandhurroar
who by many preachers, and my grains about old times in the
marshal,
Vengeance?
but
at
cards,
they just ain't going with the production of uric acid ln exhas arrived with extradition papers.
har- gether did more good, and when the
when I try to eat them, are mostly op. the high technic of pack-traito stand seeing Polly laying around
sse
CHAPTER
takes charge of hueks. Iron calls me a coward. But ness, above the comprehension of a time came for Jenny's removal to a drunk on the barroom floor. I tell cess. Several "blameless" vegetable
the outlaw chiefs son. Billy O'Flynn,
products, such as beans, lentils, coffee
bed of lint soaked in carbolic oil, she you when they comes I ain't
pounds, woman.
him Polly only weighs ninety-eigh- t
having promised the cliiof to
to and tea, contain more uric acid mak
out of his father's profession. keep
Until the nurse came I was with my was prepared to face the coming pain. have Polly around my place. going
and I two hundred, so that I couldn't
That's ers than meat. Second, that uric acid
"Shall I die?" she asked. I could
CHAPTER XII-- He
takes Billy to Van- have managed to feel brave fighting patient always, and slept in the same
straight. She'll get her marching or- is not a cause of gout, but a symptom
couver and the lad is shanghaied.
enI
how
room.
her
On
arrival
her.
kiss
close
only
claims
not
it's
the
her. Then Iron
ders P. D. Q."
of various forms of chronic local In
"Then," she said, "even if it isn't
CHAPTER XIII-- A 5.,,, n oorn to Kate little woman I ought to fight, but the vied that pretty uniform Nurse Pan-toSo Polly was next for betrayal.
1. fV'
fection. Third, that both rheumatism
and Jesse and is named
I
set
all
to rights. true, tell papa died game."
us
David.
proceeded to
big evil she did in bringing all our
"Yes."
Brooke became very con- and Bright's disease have little or
Is
was
a
was
and
colorless
there
She
She
Canadian,
creature,
supportA
to
or
death
ruin.
XlV-Jesettlers
woman's
sse
CHAPTER
fidential.
"What I require at Forest nothing to do with meat, or with
receives a letter
any
fii'st vrtte- PoUy ln which she whim Is light as thistle-down- ,
but this- ed by routine as by a corset, and valor in that blood.
;frnn.hls
Lodge is a real society hostess, a lady. other kind of food or form of diet, ex
tells how she deceived him Into thinking
"She Stared Helplessly."
wan
me
needed
Doetoi
she
she
informed
Before
to
that
moved,
she had killed herself. She threatens to tles choke the pasture unless you fight Billy
that's
the
matter
what's
a
Yes,
lady. cept insofar as these may Increase
come to him. For the honor of Kate
of , Clinton,
had
taken
Saunderson,.
be
hei
Now
He
chocked
to
I
come
told
that's what
about. Ever or decrease the general
thoroughly.
and their son, father and mother sepa- them, and Christ himself fought
resisting pow- tlon. Harry Jungles was due to get a
rate.
the death against the evils which grew that the patient, being a sailor, wanted charge, and since we lacked petroleum since I seen you, Mrs., I mean madam, er of the organism, but are
the results particularly acid reception, when he
rank around him. I doubt I've been nursing done shipshape and Bristol enough for a bath, approved what we I mean "
of Infections. Rheumatism probably did apear.
PART THREE.
fashion. Nurse and I were to have had done. He used opiates:, but the
a cowardly sort of Christian.
He became
Long before his head appeared over
diffident, leavlni from a specific germ; Bright's disease
CHAPTER
and David go to
I'd got so far in thinking my morals each four hours on and four off, with pain, after a frostbite is thawed, 1b the doorway, quite
over the coun from any one of a score of the germs the slight ridge ln the road Pearl lisEngland to live. Four years later Billy
leaning
Flynn arrives and tells how Jess has needed repairs, when a new thing two dog or half watches, which would that which follows burning. On the ter.
pbeen
or toxins of our commoner infections, tened ln amazement to the remarkruined and ostracised through the
happened, pointing out the way. daily reverse the order, so giving ua third day came exhaustion and re
"Would you " he began, "would such as scarlet fever, typhoid, dysen- able chugging sound that was apvlndictlveness of Polly.
lease.
O'Flynn rode over burning the trail the mIddTewaTcTi by'turns.
tery, pnemonia, or even common colds proaching. WTien she saw Harry she
you be prepared, ma'am, to "
ate
CHAPTER
arrives In British
W'hether relieved at midnight or at
I was obliged to give evidence at
and sore throats. In fact, most of our sat down suddenly. She stared helpColumbia, lays plans to help old friends from the Hundred. My wife is there!
My way was clear, and I ran.
and defeat the plots of Polly.
Although we may not meet, her love tour a. m. I would put on my furs for the inquest, and my profession has
Billy had held these last few weeks chronic rheumatic patients are greatly lessly when he stopped, with some ef- has brought her from. England to be a little prowl outdoors. To leave the taught me quietness, restraint, sim- that Polly's funds were gone, that she improved by being taken off their ex- fort, before her.
house when it was forty degrees be- plicity. The coroner might talk law, was penniless. He begged me to let purgated diet list and given plenty of
near me.
"How do?" Harry said, casuaiiy.
low zero, felt like the plunge Into an but I was dealing with men; it was my him
he
has
seen
has
roast beef in combination with other
He was eeated somewhat precari-- i
son,
my
O'Flynn
the great
CHAPTER III.
destroy
spoken with Father Jared, he has icy bath, but gave the same refresh- business to make them cry. There was across the road to Spite House. Fail- nutritious and digestible foods. And ously in the largest wheelbarrow
come. with Kate from England,, and ment afterward. And it was good to no case against Brooke, but from that ure to renew that would indeed be patients with Bright's disease usually Pearl had ever seen, with, two extnt;
Rescue.
he left her nursing at Bolt Taylor's watch the ghostly dances of the north- time onward visitors to Spite House conclusive
Jesse's Letter.
proof of the woman's do best in the long run on a liberal wheels under it, a motor attached to
bedside.
She is sending Surly Brown ern lights fill the whole sky with were treated as lepers until they left penury,, but the meanness of such s and varied diet containing consider- the rear and a clever amateur steering
M other ln Heaven:
i
the country.
test revolted me, for one does nol able amounts of meat. Dr. Woods gear in front. Never would she have
Please thank God for me. and say from Soda Creek with a cable, to build music visible.
not
Once setting out on such an excurbe
would
I
For
the
new
a
present
start
the
again.
rest,
and
scow,
ferry
a fallen adversary.
Hutchinson, in Good Housekeping thought that a human being ia such
strike
the
Tell
angels
J'm grateful.
neighbor
the sion I traversed the dining-hall- ,
enter- either at the funeral or at the public
an absurd position could look so em
Were there any funds to promote Magazine.
bow little mothers having sons on Ransome Pollock's to manage
tirely at ease.,
earth are badly missed and grudged Trevor ranch. Iron's to reopen the ed the dark barroom, and opened the meeting, or see the press man who black pines and mosquitoes as an at
Sky-linmakes his peace inner door which gave upon the porch. came up from Ashcroft, or discuss the traction to millionaires? Brooke ip EASY
"Want anything in town?" Harry
while
she
sent
TO
CITIZEN
BECOME
mortals.
Prayers
hungering
Py
asked.
his folly had divulged that foolish
o Heaven are answered, but not let- with the owners O'Flynn wants to But this time I could not push the matter with any of my neighbors.
The theme was one' distasteful to scheme, sufficient to complete the ruin How Foreign-BorWhen Pearl managed to gasp out a
ters. I reckon no one here could ever run the packing. She is finding a doc- storm door open. Something resisted,
Woman, Married
faint "No" he grabbed a handle an.l
write a letter happy enough, so light tor to take McGee's practise. Tearful something outside thrusting at the any woman with claims to decency. of a poor wretched woman, before ha.
Be Naturalized
or
May
Single,
choked It, banged his foot on a valve
George is. to buy an imported stallion, panels, something alive. I fell back These things are not discussed. And abandoned her interests to seek his
with joy that It could fly up there.
In United States.
and shook the appartus In front of Mm
In the days when I thought this Jes- and drift him with a bunch of East against the bar, imagining lears, bur- even if through misfortune my relase person was important, I used to Oregon mares to stock my empty glars, bogies, anything, while I listen- tionship with Jesse become a common
A foreign-borunmarried woman fiercely, whereupon the wheelbarrow
snorted and trundled oft.
scandal, at least I need not share the
read the Old Testament, which is full pastures. The dead settlement is live ed, afraid to breathe.
may become a citizen by being natur lunged,
"And he's actually going to appear
It was then I heard a voice, a prirl-is- conversation. To make a scene, to
human with pride and arrogance of again as though there had been no
alized. To do this she must be twenty-on the streets of Three Pines ia that:
voice outside in the Arctic cold, discuss my affairs with strangers, to
one
man. But since I learned that this Polly, to rob, ruin, and murder among
years of age, and have lived
imwill
.Y-- -v
wife
And
then
our
my
pioneers.
whole world is only a dream from
chanting a singsong recitation as seek public sympathy, were things
five years in this country, one full thing!" she murmured in agony. "Ob,
The
have I done?"
Yet I heard enough.
possible.
which we shall awake, the New Testa- send young Englishmen to school though at school:
year of which has been lived in the my! What she did v:t know that!
Naturally
ment has been my pasturage. Maybe with me for training.
state in which she makes her applica"Bruce, Bruce; Huron, Desoronto; waitresses were gone from Spito
Stroke by stroke this Mr. O'Flynn Chatham, Cayuga; Guelph not Guelph House, the constable was dismissed
tion. Or she can marry a man who ia Harry Jungles on reaching the turn
three moons ago, when my ammunithe
a citizen, for the wife's citizenship fol- below the Trampton farih headed his
tion had run out, and my neighbor comes lashing home the news into
oh, what comes after Cayuga?" from his position; the business of
e
were transand stage-linlows the husband, and she continues wheelbarrow around that section of
animals had learned all the little my hide, as though I were being flog- Then feeble hands battered against
at
land and back home.
ferred to Mr. Eure's stopping-placto retain her citizenship if she consecrets of my traps and snares, and 1 ged. He says he hated me always, the door, "Teacher! Teacher!"
:fi
were
as
he
and
me
every
before
Brooke
falls.
the
never
but
Polly
to
do
was
God
despised
I
the
when
But
the
wondered what
tinues to reside ln the United States, .After that he came to see Pearl
going
door,
opened
tfhauld
It
I
seemed
th.is,
and
wife
no
now.
with
does
alone,
power,
My
Sh'l stepped back afraid.
about it. Of course I couldn't quesunless she renounces the sovereignty day, always in his unique motor car.
He never mentioned It and Pearl vaa
"You're not the teacher," she said; for any further mischief.
tion about His business, but seoing change clothes, only I'd be too useless
of the United States.
to after that first appearance oS
Until it actually happened, I nevor
A foreign-borwoman living ln the afraid
that likely He intended me to leave for a woman. Iron says the same, and "oh, tell me before she conies. Sixty-fiwhen
he had Ignored it &o comhis
I thrashed
in
visit
would
me,
most
Brooke
a
unchristian
I
a
way
made
that
counties and the towns have all expected
United States whose husband is a formy little worries behind,
t
But
she suffered at tha lianbi
Uw
their
heads
of
view
pletely.
his
togeththe
from
in
hut perhaps
the
point
pair, knocking
good fire in the cabin, lay down
got mixed."
eigner, who refuses to become natur- of her
family, who scJJ it v.. a a d
event was piquant.
hunk, arranged my body to be In de- er, for putting me too much in the
"Come in and let Die tell you."
alized, cannot become a citizen unless
to the iom'riudty anl thai 6 i
cent order in case 1 left it, and took wrong while I wanted my breakfast.
No, I was not frightened, but as u
I daren't!
"1 daren't!
You're not
separated from him by divorce or grace
must
make Harry Jonglfrf btov iij
to
in
a
my
there's
little
curious
think
Eve
something
of
Uie
to
Bible
They
death.
time,
my
t'ae teacher. This is not the school. daughter
pass away
.!
1 suppose
know what brought him, and not quite
I'd dropped off to sleep, argument.
A native-bor- n
woman who marries Pearl could have denenot this
You'll take me back!"
to cC, 1 .
The news is better for being diswhen something rough begin to hapa foreigner losses her citizenship dur. enough by telling him r
She turned, trying to run away, but fool enough to run the risk of showthe idoa nou ocean" I t
pen, jolting me back into tut world of cussed, and best of all 1 reckon this !'er legs seemed wooden, and she slid ing any temper.
Ing the time of the married relation, apparently
busiher,
to
his
him
state
to
A
is
who
I
a
man
asked
When
Polly,
man
and
Eure
In
shirt
fuss.
buckskin
but upon the death of her husband, or
rbout as though sue were wearing
"Want to go for a ride?" I'..
bad temper, stamping the snow off building a town at the foot of the clogs.
ness, with a large gesture he claimed
divorce from him.'she may resume her
"Brooke?" She Whispered.
n
L
askid
cusfinally one bright day w'..-is an old
his moccasins, shaking me by the Hundred Mile Falls. The pines on
one
within
"1 won't," she screamed, "I won't go the visitor's drink. It
by registering,
citizenship
brx.
the
m.ul
"1..
at
own. Was it true? I went straight
stopped
erm. He was my old friend Iron Dale, the high land, too small a trash for back!" Then she ieil.
tom, which I broke.
consul
the
American
with
the
in
year,
room for two!"
to Captain Taylor.
"You think I'm a villain?"
a man of the world which smabhed lumber, are good enough for pulp to
country of her residence a declara"Dear child, you shan't go baolc."
'
murhe
"No, I doa't!" tbo
"the
"Yes,
comment.
chuckled,
the
is
Kate,"
him.
I made no
feed a mill, while paper
plate
to do so; or she
she
desires
tion
that
But stUl she shrank 'from me. "Oh,
"I've come to thank you, ma'am. If der's out at last. You see I'm not ex- may resume it by returning to the spirit.
He seemed to be worried, and that, from which we eat our knowledge. I leave me alone!" she pleaded.
-r
1'
' "Will you marry ire?1
;
of course, was natural to a man like see the black bush turning into books,
you'd pressed that girl's case it mis'.n actly prosperous, and my retired pay United States to reside.
"Mayn't I give you some tea?"
tone.
the
ln
nest
gama
And
of
in
debts.
ia
bucket
a
precisely
awkward."
my
till
or
drop
well
in
have'
oats
been
they're
pasture
Jron, lusty and eager, with an appe- the lands
"You won't take me back to Spite
Thereupon Pearl b"r t I .' '
I told him that had I known the theu our good friend Polly invested all
tite for money whereas poor Polly warmed for wheat, and .uen we come House?"
Financier.
Great
of
Heard
Nsver
and
in
Harry descended froj t h ta '
buying up the mortgage
had done her best to cure him of his to the rocks there's marble to build
law, I should have done my best to got her wealth
A member of the Morgan family in with so much
"Not to that dreadful place."
on
speed th&t t!- r i'
ranch."
life.
this
endow
for
to
servitude
him
our
sons,
dollars.
for
gold
penal
colleges
New York has received a letter from
;
"Do you keep girls, too?"
and
over
inothhe
"But
tipped
waj fit.."
answered
too
for
why?"
"That's straight,"
any
poor
Here was Iron jumping about the them. The land
an old lady of ninety living in the
"There's only a nurse, and a poor
C
?- - a :
turnthe
of
fun.
For
"For
were
clear
men.
pleasure
cabin, busy as a chipmunk, with just er crop, is best for raising
dulgently, "you always
r-'- I
heart of New England and asking for
dying man."
t
Using?"
the same hurried, funny way of blasIt's only because I'm happy I write
grit, arid that's why I want well, ing me out. She kindly granted me some particulars about J. Pierpont
"And
me
the
counties
hear
you'll
shoulder.
to
old
in
his
barrel
"I'm
as
gothat
lowered
eyes,
this
sleep
to
permission
he
He
had
make
night
ma'am,"
pheming.
fire, cook nonsense, feeling
Morgan. Mr. Junius Morgan father
of Ontario?"
"Had to," Frry Ull I . '
soup, and haul things in from out- though I were being cured of all my
ing to confess. You don't mind?" he which used to belong to my fox, but of the late financier she knew well
"
dear."
yes,
unsaiJ
"Why,
I
see
be
couldn't
then
you
really
added.
doors, while he told me news about a blindness. I have a sense that though
and had often boon in his house, but
:
"I'll come then," but as she tried
or '
"Yo
to the lady."
der
esone
any
obligations
my
desire,
team, a sleigh, a load of stores for me, I sit in darkness, my wife is with me, to
betrayed
My eyes
' '
she can find nothing about tho son, indignantly, '1
1 " '
t
get up, "it's cramp," she moaned.
off
"Did
the
in
the
you
stood
pay
mortgage?"
and his own services paid up six and if my eyes were opened, I should
doorway
cape, but he
and would be grateful for particulars.
I
"Dear
child,
;
freezing."
'
you're
So
strums
did.
"I
which
Polly
months ahead if I'd lot him work on see her. Is It our weakness
jU
leading to the house.
The oid lady says: "I take a
"I'm not cold, it's cramp."
the ranch. He was like a little boy gives such strength to love?
"Your presence," I said, "is distaste- tunes on my piano, Brooke wears my
dollar-a-yeaa
Hartford
paper,
must
She
the
fallen
have
through
which plays at keeping store, where
early Victorian frock coat, they serve
ful.' Piease will you let me pass?"
paper, but can not find anyihim:
snow which covered our Water-hole- ,
their beana and bacon with my family
set things straight."
you've got to pretend to trade, with
CHAPTER IV.
"Not
I've
till
about it. Please tell me about it it
was literally incased in ice
she
for
the
crest,
with
bell
to
a
which
plate,
gentleman sports my
nary
smile, lest he should see and
There was no
you can. Did lie ever marry tiny one?
I I
up to the breasts.
the whole game turn unreal. So I sat
summon help, and I should have been the lady has my dear n ...'.'aer's dia- It is ail such a mystery to me." An-.At Hundred Mile House,
I
not
had
to
carry ashamed to make a scene.
Finding
strength
j.tjf
monds, which are. reallvr-asta- .
up for soup, which made my loose Kate's Kanativf.
yet there are bUU those who iwrswo
nr. I ofcout?:? for; the. nurse., who
skin fit- me again as I . filled. I'd w
Mr. Eure inspected the woods and 5
"Go on." I sn,d
fame's fipetiug yhantom.
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WONDERFUL

PICTURES

Saturday Monday

OF JAPANESE WAR

J glit

automouile 'amps
o'clock this evening.
I

Special Sunday dinner at El PorvtnPhone Olive 5174. Adv.

-

ir, 75c.

First Car Due Now
Get in Your Order Early
CANTALOUPES HERE

and

Try a dram oi Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar Adv.
William Doll has Installed an
sign in the front of his establish
ment, which will be 'lighted tonight

for the first time.
Finch's Goldei Wedding nye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the ixbby, of course.
Adv.
The Greater Las Vegas band will
give a concert tomorrow night In the
Plaza park providing the music ;does
not draw a big rain storm. The
concert will start at 7:45 o'clock.
Rev. J. h. Imhof, pastor of the First
Christian church, and Rev. E. 0. Anderson, pastor of the First Methodist
church, will exchange pu'ipits for the
evening services tomorrow evening,

I

members of the Fraternal
Brotherhood are requested not to for
get the dance that is to be given In
the O. R. C. hall on Monday night
for the members and friends of the
All

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

'HITS

PR FITS"

"THE RIND THAT IS NOT

Highest In

lodge.

IN THE CAN

THERE IS NO LYE

In Fl vour

Insist on "Hunts" if you

Ben Stauffer, formerly machinist
operator for The Optic, has located
In Trinidad, where he is employed by
the Advertiser, a morning paper,
Mrs Stauffer, who has been here
since her husband's departure a few
days ago, will go to Trinidad tonight
to join him.

LYE-PEELE-

Quality-Delici- ous

want the hignest

quality in canned fruits

BARGAINS

at 8:0:

The funeral services of Petrita
Taylor will be held tomorrow morning from the family residence on
Tilden avenue at 10 o'clock. Interment will be in the Odd Fellows'
cemetery. The pal'i bearers will be
Vicente Montoya, Nick Coi dova, Lino
Romero, Harry Leahy, Jose 'Sena and
Jose Romero.
-

SPECIAL ATTRACTION IS SECUR
ED FOR EXHIBITION AT THE
DUNCAN THEATER.

The famous motion pictures of the
great, war between Japan and Russia,
a few Vears ago, are to be exhibited
at the Duncan theater tonight. The
announcement is one that should at

5c
3 dozen Clothes Pins
35c Sleeve Ironing Boards.25c
9c
25c Towel Bars, 3 arms

for Roberts
Filters.

Germ-proo- f

$2.00

tract more than passing notice lor
the pictures represent actual scenes
photographed on the battlefield, in
the course of this long Bwuggle. The
films were obtained at a great expense. Remarkable difficulties and
more or less 'danger were encounter
ed. One series of the pictures, lor
instance, shows thousands of Japan
ese soldiers charging up Nan Shan
hill. The scene is so realistic as to
make you feel almost as an actual
observer from, the part taken by the
moving picture operators. The Jap
anese soldiers, in the fight at 203
Metre hill, carried on the battle for
5S hours without food, drink or sleep,
thus showing the remarkable strength
and endurance of the race. In one
instance the Japs tied sticks of dynamite around their bodies and charged
up the hill to their death that they
might thus lead their couuntrymen
.. m
on to victory,
,.
The war was one of the most terrible as Veil as the most spectacular
ever fought, and attracted worldwide attention for months. A great
variety of scenes in addition to those
mentioned are also shown by these
remarkable pictures. They include
the more quiet everyday life of the
Japanese, showing many of the things
which seem strange to the people
of this country and which have made
Japan a place of much interest to
travelers from all parts of the world.
To add to the interest of these remarkable pictures they will be thoroughly
explained by J. Earle Cunningham, the Yankee Traveler, who
for comfort and convenience has with
him a Japanese jinricksha or
This equipage may be seen
g
In front of the Duncan theater.
the agitation trarrent over
California's jstand in the Japanese
matter, even despite the effort of Mr.
Bryan and President Wilson, everybody will want to learn 8 much as
possible of the strength and standing
of the Japanese army and navy and
these pictures will certainly throw
widespread light .upon the subject.
The management of the theater
they can procure these wonderful pictures but for one night. High
c'iaBS vaudeville will be furnished in
connection with the picture program.
.

20

Savory Roasters.95c
Potts Sad Irons95c
14c
20c pail Wash Boards
35c double Zinc Wash Boards
$1.25 Oval
$1.25 Mrs.

$1.50

8

Cop-

nickle-plate- d

sizes.
(1.35 for

Polish Mops.
Polish

o:

50c, $1.00,

25c,

$2.50.

$1.50,
!2c

yd. Pepperell

Bleached'

4

Sheeting.
Bleached
24c yd. Peppered
Sheeting.
Bleached
2Gc yd. Pepperell 10-Sheeting.
J5c yd. Bleached Pillow Tubing
4

4

ONLY, AT, ,,,.,

TIE

i

r.

No.

$1.10
per Tea Kettle's
Liquid Veneer, 25c, 50c $1.00

MOIL

Opposite (he

Y. M. C. A.

At

I

J.

H. STEARNS

fSii

CRYSTAL- - BUTTER.
IS MADE FROM

PASTEUR.IZ ED
ASK YOUR.

C

REAM

GROCER.

IT SATISFIES
1

CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
Q &

AL

A

OB

17

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WH

OLESALL AND

R

E TA I L

Selso Sanchez
arrested last
night for beating his wife and was
sent for trial to a West side justice's
office, on account of the absence of
Judge D. R. Murray. Mrs. Sanchez
sent in a complaint late yesterday
evening and Terry McGovern went
after the alleged wife beater. It Is
said Mr. and Mrs. Sanchez had been
quarreling over some petty matter,
when the man became enraged and
struck his wife.
Secretary P. H. LeNoir of the Y.
sent In word yesterday evening that the work at the Y. M. C. A.
camp Is progressing rapidly. He also
incidentally informed Assistant Secretary Burns that the wnole bunch
was out of grub and that unless food
could be sent out there at once they
would be forced to eat grass. Sufficient food was taken, it was thought
when the party started, to last a
but life in the woods
week,
has developed a wonderful appetite for the camp builders. They
asked that an especially large amount
of prunes be sent so that they might
have a few of the luxuries of 'life.
M. C. A.

tf

Colorado, in 1888.
Mrs. York is survived by a daugh-ter and several sons, as follows: Mrs.
Thomas McGrath, Phoenix, Ariz., William York, Ellis York and Edward
York; all of Los Angeles, and John H.
York of this city. She had a large
number of friends here who regret her

death.
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TOMORROW
,

at the

f

Y. M. C. A.

The building will be open from 9
o'clock in the morning until 6 o'clock
in the evening. Visitors In the city are
cordially invited to visit the

PLAIN
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Mai
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WEEK PUTS ONE IN YOUR KITCHEN.

J.

JOHNSEN

C.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

On account of the short time in $2,000 PER YEAR and a six hour
which to make arrangemtns, it was deday. Tells you how to get it. Send
10 cents for book'iet and sample
cided by Charles O'Malley last night
copy Appeal to Reason;
that there would be no bout between
Box C 14,
paper. Address
Newman and Yoakum here on June
Girard, Kansas.
30, but instead the fight would be post-

SMAllilRRIGATED FARM
Wouldn't you like a nice little Irrigated farm right close to the
i
i
edge of the city?
We have ten acres, more thanhalf of it in alfalfa, that we can sell
at half value right, now. '
.
Don't faH.to get our price on this and other property. We are
not offering any property for sale where the price is not cut to meet
f
present conditions.
;

;

The Investment and Agency Corporation

anti-povert- y

j

"

WE HAVE FRESH VEGETABLES
--

ARRIVING DAILY SUCH AS
Green and Wax Beans
Green Peas
Summer Squash
Rhubarb
Asparagus
Beets
Turnips

Radishes
Lettuce
Oei'u Onions
Bunches
Spinach
Cucumbers
Fresh Tomatoes

Carrots, New Potatoes and Sweet Peppers

1
1

ffflf
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FACTS

poned until July 24.
Subscribe for The Optic.
This date will be more satisfactory
RANDALL GETS SIX
to all concerned, as the end of the
month always Is a poor date for sportTO EIGHT YEARS ing events. Yoakum wired OMalley Pi
..
that he is willing to meet Newman at
any time for any number of rounds I!
VEGAN
BEGINS and would
FORMER ' LAS
guarantee to win from NewSERVING HIS TERM IN THE
man, if necessary to get the engage
(
STATE PENITENTIARY
ment.
O'Malley has been trying to
reach Newman all day, but up to late
Albuquerque, N. M., June 21.
this afternoon could not get him by
S. Randall, alias Gordon, alias
I here is little aoutit, however,
wire.
Gates, formerly a Colorado legislator, that the bout will be staged, as New
yesterday was sentenced to serve from man stated before, leaving this city
six to eight years in 'the state pen- that he would
fight any lightweight at 1
itentiary by Jude Raynolds, of the pny time. ' Final arrangements will be
district court, after he had pleaded completed as soon as Newman can be
guilty to an indictment charging him

with embezzlement of $750 from the
J. S. Brown Mercantile company, of
Denver.
Randall was indicted last March,
but he 1,'as not foulnd until later, lie
'
ia said to have been posing in the
garb of a missionary at Enid, Okla.,
at the time of his apprehension by
operatives of the Fidelity & Casualty
He was bonded in the cascompany.
ualty company for $1,000. The sheriff's c'fice here Was notified of the
arrest and Deputy Sheiff A. C. Burt- less brought Randall back to Albuquerque.
Deputy Sheriff A. C. Burtless, with
Randall in custody, left this morning
on Santa Fe train No. 10 for Santa
Fe, where Randall will begin his prison sentence.

cabinet

Will provide ypii,,. a, vac ition this summer. You can save an
hour or two out, of, your kitchen every day. A DOLLAR A

GEO.
Phone Main 40

0
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FLEMING, Pres. and Mjjr.
-

-

-

-

-

604 Lincoln Avenue

WAGON

BAKERY GOODS
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.
s

CAN. BE MADE

reached.

FUNERAL OF MRS. YORK
TO OCCUR ON

-

THE OLD RELIABLE

THE BEST THAT

The Store of tha Best of Everything

VMM

Exclusive Local Agenls

NOT TO STAGE THE CONTEST
30

(

...

hoie.il kitchen

A

SANITARY

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

CF CliH F.EDUCTIOH SALE

GREENBERGER

March 8, 1833.
Calloway county,
She grew to womanhood and was married near her birthplace. In 1874, accompanied by her husband and family,
The family
she came to Colorado.
came to Las Vegas in 1879. Mrs.
York, was one of the pioneer residents
of this city, and resided here for many
years. Her. husband died near Rifle

That Potter's can serve that next
FIGHT
party of yours at less expense and
worry, with the best of service and reTO OCCUR JULY 24 freshments than you can. Let us
quote you prices on any number of
people.
DECIDES
O'MALLEY
PROMOTER
THE POTTER CANDY CO. Adv.
JUNE

DAY

Mo.,

NEWIIAN-YOAKU- SI

ON

IS THE LAST

SATURDAY

1

;

was

Hart Schaffner & Man

Copyright

MONDAY

REV. NORMAN SKINNER , WILL
HAVE CHARGE OF SERVICES
AT SON'S RESIDENCE
The body of the late Mrs. E. S. York,
who died Thursday evening in Phoenix, Ariz., will arrive in Las Vegas
night on Santa Fe train No. 2,
accompanied
by her daughter, Mrs
Thomas McGrath. The funeral will occur Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock
from the home of John H. York on
North Sixth street. Rev. Norman Skin-

ner," pastor of the First Presbyterian
"HARVEY'S"
31st
church, will have charge of the sermountain
Famous
ranch;
Old management; old rates. Car vices, to which ail friends of the famriage out every Saturday. Leave or- - ily are Invited.
Mrs. Sarah Ebter York, was torn in
jdera at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.

We

a. re

head-

quarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits in Season
STRAWBERRIES AND

Gross, Kelly

CHERRIES EVERY DAY

& Co.

Sole Agents

cmora
PHONE

MAIN 1 an J
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EVERYBODY- READS

HIE LAS VEGAS 0PT1I

